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Foreword

Jerry A. Carter

This is the final report of a multi-year effort by the researchers at the Center for Seismic
Studies under contract # F19628-89-C-0203. The papers presented within are not a com-
plete description of all of the work that was performed under this contract; rather, they
represent the research that was performed in the last 15 months of the contract. Previous
work is described in PL-TR-91-2127, Nuclear Monitoring Research at the Center for
Seismic Studies.

The report has been divided into two parts. The first part is devoted entirely to a descrip-
tion of, and research performed on, the hand digitized waveforms of Soviet regional data
that were obtained by Dr. Alan Ryall of DARPA and Sgt. Mike Berry of AFTAC as part of
the bi-lateral Nuclear Testing Talks between the U.S. and the former U.S.S.R. Digitized by
ENSCO Inc. at Indian Harbour Beach, FL., the data were subsequently compiled by Dr.
Herron and her staff at AFTAC and are now available at the Center for Seismic Studies.
The first paper of Part I is a description of the data. This is followed by two papers that
analyze the RMS Lg magnitudes at Novaya Zemlya and Semipalatinsk, respectively. The
Semipalatinsk report also compares the RMS Lg measurements and the Bocharov yields
as well as exploring the effects of depth on the magnitude measurement. The fourth paper
combines the data from the two test sites with data from underground nuclear explosions
elsewhere in the former Soviet Union in a decomposition of the RMS Lg measurement
into source, path, and station terms. The last paper in Part I examines the RMS Lg mea-
surement as a function of frequency in order to explain the variability of the mb(Lg) - yield
scale among stations.

Part II contains reports primarily focused on regional monitoring of underground nuclear
explosions. A broad spectrum of issues is addressed; from improving automatic process-
ing to an assessment of monitoring capability using certain network configurations. The
first two papers examine the use of three-component seismic data for phase identification;
one applies discriminant analysis to the three-component IRIS/IDA stations in the former
USSR in anticipation of those stations being added to the Intelligent Monitoring System
(IMS), and the other applies the same techniques to the three component stations of
ARCESS and NORESS in a comparison with newly-developed neural network tech-
niques. The third report uses travel-time information from long range refraction profiles
that is independent of the IMS to derive an average travel-time curve for Fennoscandia. In
addition, regional variations in the Pn travel times are defined and used to relocate a small
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set of events. This type of regional knowledge, when incorporated into event location rou-
tines, should reduce location errors. The fourth report is the result of work performed on a
Deep Seismic Sounding profile that wa, obtained by the USGS. A reinterpretation of this
data has been made by the USGS and the results were reported at various mectings. The
Centers contribution was to determine the validity of the preliminary interpretation of the
data. H.Benz, J. Unger, and W. Leith, though not funded under this contract were co-
authors of this report. The final two reports in Part H deal with monitoring networks. One
presents the results of network simulation of the GSE Network using empirical noise cal-

culations from the recent technical test. This research was funded primarily by the Center
for Seismic Studies Contract and was co-authored by Steve Bratt and David Corely.
Because the research is germane to this contract, some of the effort was funded under the
research contract and we include it in this final report. The final report is a summary note
on starting and improving a regional network. It summarizes and integrates the results of
our research related to the way the US would proceed to monitor with an in-country
regional network of three-component (3-C) stations and arrays.
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Hand Digitized Waveforms of Seismic Recordings from

Soviet Stations for Nuclear Explosions in the U.S.S.R.

Hans Israelsson

Abstract
A large number of analog seismic recordings from Soviet stations for underground nuclear

explosions in the U.S.S.R. has become available. This note presents and reviews basic
information for 476 of these recordings that have been hand digitized. The data include
waveforms from 11 stations throughout the Western and Central U.S.S.R for 114 explo-
sions at the Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya test ranges and a few other sites. Four large

suites of events at distinctly separate areas - Balapan NE, Balapan SW, Degelen, and
Matochkin Shar - constitute almost 90% of all explosions in the data set. Three of the

suites consist essentially of large magnitude events, whereas the fourth, at Degelen,
includes events with a fairly large magnitude range mb = 4.8 - 6.0. The waveforms were
recorded almost uniformly with the same type of vertical component short period seis-
mometer, SKM-3, although with different instrument parameters adjusted to local geology
and ambient noise conditions at the stations. The waveforms appeared to have been
recorded with a high degree of operational consistency despite being obtained over a long
period of time, 1964-1988, and they were, for most of the stations, accompanied with

comprehensive instrument calibrations. Thus, obtained over the course of more than 20
years, the instrument calibrations reflect fluctuations in seismometer characteristics that
correspond to standard deviations of no more than 7% of the amplitude response in the
short period frequency band, 0.5-4 Hz. Comparisons with modern high quality digital
recordings from the JVE explosion suggest that the hand-digitization method, sampling
the data to 20 Hz, provided satisfactory results in the frequency band from about 0.2 to

about 4 Hz.

Introduction
Until the late 1980's information on Soviet underground nuclear explosions, let alone seis-
mic recordings on Soviet soil, were not generally available to the seismological commu-
nity. The dramatic changes since then have resulted in access to a wide variety of seismic

data from Soviet explosions. In this note we present a data set, unique to the field of seis-
mic verification, that became available in 1991 as a result of the bi-lateral Nuclear Testing
Talks. The data include a large number of waveforms from in-country seismological sta-

tions for Soviet nuclear explosions, some with announced yields. The 476 waveforms
were hand digitized from copies of traditional analog recordings obtained at 11 stations



broadly distributed throughout the Western and Central U.S.S.R from a total of 114 explo-

sions. Primarily for explosions at the two main testing sites near Semipalatinsk and

Novaya Zemlya, the data also include some waveforms from explosions at Azghir, two

locations in Central Siberia, and one location near Lake Baikal.

In this note we have summarized and reviewed information on the explosions, seismolog-

ical stations, and waveforms in this data set, which contains recordings obtained over the

course of more than 20 years. As the characteristics of recording instruments at some sta-

tions changed during this period of time due perhaps to temporal drift in the instrumenta-

tion or to deliberate alterations by station operators, available information on instrument

calibrations is also described and reviewed. All the basic data - waveforms and instrument

calibrations - were collected at the Obninsk Data Center by Dr. Alan Ryall at DARPA and

Sgt. Steve Berry at AFTAC. Digitized by ENSCO Inc. at Indian Harbour Beach, FL., the

data were subsequently compiled by Dr. Herron and her staff at AFTAC.

Explosions
The map in Figure 1 shows the relative locations of the explosion sites (asterisks) and the

seismological stations (station codes). Each explosion site - station pair for which at least

one waveform was available is connected with solid lines approximating great circle paths
between explosion site and station. The boundaries of the major tectonic elements of the

U.S.S.R. (after Zonenschain et al., 1991) are portrayed with dotted lines in Figure 1 show-

ing that the paths traverse a diversity of tectonic structures.

Information on time, location, and body wave magnitude, mb(P), reported for the explo-
sions by ISC, is compiled in Table 1. Precise locations and times, ostensibly based on non-

seismological information, have been published by Bocharov et al. (1989) for some of the

explosions at Semipalatinsk. Joint epicenter determinations, JED by Marshall et al. (1985)
and by Lilwal and Marshall (1986) are also available for many of the explosions at Semi-

palatinsk and at Novaya Zemlya.

The epicenter estimates entered in Table I are limited to those of ISC as they are the only

type of determination consistently applied to all the explosions, with two exceptions: on
77/10/14 at Azghir and on 84/06/28 at Matochkin Shar, the locations of which were

obtained at the Center for Seismic Studies.

There are three "double" events among the Semipalatinsk explosions in Table I, so called

because each of these events consists of two explosions set off within 5 to 10 seconds at

locations about 50 km apart. Although not reported as a double event by ISC or other

International Seismological Services, the Novaya Zemlya event on 80/10/11 too is pre-

sumed to be a double event according to Stewart and Marshall (1988), who suggested that

2
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Table 1: Explosions

Data Time Lat.(N) Long.(E) mb(ISC) Site

64/10/25 07:59:58.3 73.390 53.900 5.0 Matochkin Shar

65/111/21 04:57:58.2 49.860 78.040 5.6 Degelen

66/02/13 04:58:00.0 50.000 78.000 0.0 Degelen

66/03/20 05:49:57.8 49.720 78.070 6.0 Degelen

66/05/07 03:57:58.2 49.740 77.950 4.8 Degelen

67/09/22 05:03:57.8 50.020 77.720 5.2 Murzhik

67/10/21 04:59:58.4 73.400 54.420 5.9 Matochkin Shar

68/09/29 03:42:57.8 49.820 78.180 5.8 Degelen

68/11/07 10:02:07.0 73.500 55.000 0.0 Matochkin Shar

69/07/23 02:46:58.0 49.880 78.230 5.4 Degelen

69/11/30 03:32:57.3 49.940 78.980 6.0 Balapan SW

69/12/28 03:46:57.8 49.980 77.790 5.7 Murzhik

71/04/25 03:32:57.9 49.766 78.081 5.9 Degelen

71/06/06 04:02:57.3 49.977 77.740 5.5 Murzhik

71/06/19 04:03:57.7 49.966 77.724 5.4 Murzhik

71/10/09 06:02:57.2 49.986 77.687 5.3 Murzhik

71/10/21 06:02:57.5 50.004 77.631 5.5 Murzhik

71/12/22 06:59:56.5 47.903 48.067 6.0 Azghir

71/12/30 06:20:57.9 49.750 78.100 5.7 Degelen

72/02/10 05:02:57.6 50.024 78.942 5.4 Balapan NE

72/03/28 04:21:57.4 49.738 78.160 5.1 Degelen

72/08/16 03:16:57.5 49.774 78.132 5.0 Degelen

72/09/02 08:56:57.3 49.884 77.603 4.9 Murzhik

72/11/02 01:26:57.8 49.914 78.848 6.1 Balapan SW

72/12/10 04:27:07.6 49.966 78.946 6.0 Balapan NE

4



Table 1: Explosions

Data Time Lat.(N) Long.(E) mb(ISC) Site

73/07/23 01:22:57.7 49.936 78.854 6.1 Balapan NE

73/09/27 06:59:58.5 70.804 53.419 5.9 Krasino

73/12/14 07:46:57.1 50.026 79.016 5.8 Balapan NE

74/12/27 05:46:56.8 49.908 79.053 5.6 Balapan NE

75/02/20 05:32:57.7 49.756 78.094 5.7 Degelen

75/06/08 03:26:57.6 49.752 78.080 5.5 Degelen

75/12/25 05:16:57.2 50.018 78.863 5.7 Balapan NE

76/07/29 04:59:58.0 47.812 48.101 5.9 Azghir

76/08/28 02:56:57.6 49.948 78.980 5.8 Balapan NE

76/09/29 02:59:57.7 73.406 54.503 5.8 Matochkin Shar

76/10/20 07:59:57.8 73.402 54.472 5.1 Matochkin Shar

77/03/29 03:56:57.8 49.790 78.154 5.4 Degelen

77/08/10 22:00:01.8 50.948 110.782 5.0 Lake Baikal

77/09/01 02:59:57.8 73.374 54.411 5.7 Matochkin Shar

77/09/05 03:02:57.8 50.048 78.929 5.8 Balapan NE

77/09/30 06:59:55.9 47.849 48.127 5.0 Azghir

77/10/09 10:59:58.8 73.469 53.977 4.6 Matochkin Shar

77/10/14 07:00:00.0 47.800 48.100 0.0 Azghir

77/10/29 03:07:03.0 50.056 78.866 5.6 Balapan NE

77/11/30 04:06:57.6 49.934 78.894 6.0 Balapan NE

78/03/26 03:56:57.7 49.713 78.065 5.6 Degelen

78/06/11 02:56:57.8 49.879 78.814 5.9 Balapan SW

78/07/28 02:46:57.8 49.732 78.152 5.7 Degelen

78/08/09 17:59:58.1 63.653 125.345 5.6 Central Siberia

78/08/10 07:59:57.7 73.314 54.697 5.9 Matochkin Shar

5



Table 1: Explosions

Data Time Lat.(N) Long.(E) mb(ISC) Site

78/08/24 18:00:03.9 65.866 112.563 5.1 Central Siberia

78/08/29 02:37:06.4 49.984 79.017 5.9 Balapan NE

78/09/27 02:04:58.4 73.382 54.441 5.6 Matochkin Shar

78/11/04 05:05:57.5 50.028 78.976 5.6 Balapan NE

79/06/23 02:56:59.0 49.886 78.916 6.2 Balapan SW

79/07/07 03:46:57.5 50.048 79.063 5.8 Balapan NE

79/07/14 04:59:55.2 47.813 48.067 5.6 Azghir

79/08/04 03:56:57.2 49.860 78.942 6.1 Balapan SW

79/08/18 02:51:57.3 49.928 78.981 6.1 Balapan SW

79/09/24 03:29:58.4 73.372 54.578 5.7 Matochkin Shar

79/10/18 07:09:58.5 73.341 54.733 5.8 Matochkin Shar

79/10/28 03:16:57.0 49.961 79.068 6.0 Balapan NE

79/12/23 04:56:57.6 49.925 78.796 6.2 Balapan SW

80/05/22 03:56:57.8 49.750 78.107 5.5 Degelen

80/06/12 03:26:57.7 49.954 79.055 5.6 Balapan NE

80/09/14 02:42:39.3 49.936 78.863 6.2 Balapan SW

80/10/11 07:09:57.2 73.361 54.820 5.7 Matochkin Shar

80/10/12 03:34:14.2 49.937 79.104 5.9 Balapan NE

80/12/14 03:47:06.5 49.867 78.967 5.9 Balapan SW

80/12/27 04:09:08.5 50.008 79.026 5.9 Balapan NE

81/03/29 04:03:50.1 49.979 79.016 5.6 Balapan NE

81/04/22 01:17:11.4 49.870 78.896 6.0 Balapan SW

81/09/13 02:17:18.4 49.890 78.976 6.1 Balapan SW

81/10/01 12:14:56.9 73.323 54.554 6.0 Matochkin Shar

81/10/18 03:57:02.7 49.876 78.885 6.1 Balapan SW
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Table 1: Explosions

Data Tune Lat.(N) Long.(E) mb(ISC) Site

81/11/29 03:35:08.8 49.848 78.850 5.7 Balapan NE

81/12/27 03:43:14.2 49.895 78.859 6.2 Balapan SW

82/02119 03:56:11.1 49.826 78.125 5.4 Degelen

82/04/25 03:23:05.5 49.871 78.917 6.1 Balapan SW

82/07/04 01:17:14.5 49.968 78.857 6.1 Balapan SW

82/10/11 07:14:58.4 73.371 54.342 5.6 Matochkin Shar

82/12/05 03:37:12.7 49.890 78.860 6.1 Balapan SW

82/12/26 03:35:14.4 50.061 79.049 5.7 Balapan NE

83/06/12 02:36:43.7 49.905 78.967 6.1 Balapan SW

83/08/18 16:09:58.6 73.377 54.868 5.9 Matochkin Shar

83/09/25 13:09:57.9 73.349 54.377 5.8 Matochkin Shar

83/10/06 01:47:06.8 49.909 78.827 6.0 Balapan SW

83/10/26 01:55:05.0 49.887 78.901 6.1 Balapan SW

83/12/26 04:29:07.0 49.835 78.205 5.6 Degelen

84/03/07 02:39:06.4 49.999 78.987 5.7 Balapan NE

84/04/15 03:17:09.3 49.686 78.141 5.7 Degelen

84/04/25 01:09:03.7 49.911 78.913 6.0 Balapan SW

84/05/26 03:13:12.5 49.925 79.030 6.1 Balapan NE

84/07/14 01:09:10.5 49.852 78.921 6.2 Balapan SW

84/08/26 03:30:00.0 73.380 54.800 0.0 Matochkin Shar

84/10/25 06:29:58.1 73.369 54.842 5.8 Matochkin Shar

84/10/27 01:50:10.7 49.917 78.829 6.2 Balapan SW

84/12/02 03:19:06.5 49.946 79.032 5.9 Balapan NE

84/12/16 03:55:02.8 49.884 78.824 6.1 Balapan SW

84/12/28 03:50:10.9 49.826 78.710 6.0 Balapan SW
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Table 1: Explosions

Data Time Lat.(N) Long.(E) mb(ISC) Site

85/02/10 03:27:07.7 49.865 78.839 5.9 Balapan SW

85/07/20 00:53:14.8 49.916 78.803 6.0 Balapan SW

87/02/26 04:58:22.1 49.800 78.104 5.4 Degelen

87/04/03 01:17:08.1 49.874 78.812 6.2 Balapan SW

87/05/06 04:02:05.8 49.803 78.110 5.6 Degelen

87/06/06 02:37:07.1 49.803 78.089 5.4 Degelen

87/07/17 01:17:07.1 49.769 78.100 5.8 Degelen

87/08/02 02:00:00.1 73.346 54.578 5.8 Matochkin Shar

87/12/13 03:21:04.9 49.930 78.820 6.1 Balapan SW

87/12/27 03:05:04.9 49.820 78.730 6.1 Balapan SW

88/02/13 03:05:06.0 49.930 78.910 6.1 Balapan SW

88/04/03 01:33:05.9 49.870 78.920 6.0 Balapan SW

88/05/04 00:57:06.8 49.890 78.760 6.1 Balapan SW

88/05/07 22:49:58.3 73.350 54.430 5.9 Matochkin Shar

88/09/14 03:59:57.6 49.810 78.800 6.1 Balapan SW

88/12/04 05:19:53.2 73.380 54.960 5.9 Matochkin Shar

it consisted of two simultaneous explosions about 7 km apart. Because of the spatial and
temporal closeness, waves recorded from the two explosions of a double event will inter-
fere except possibly for the initial P wave. For the sake of simplicity, we will, therefore,
treat recordings from double events as one waveform and list only the larger of the two
explosions in Table 1.

Table 2 summarizes the distribution of explosions over test sites and the distribution of
waveforms over ,tations as well as test sites. The stations are described in the following
section. About three quarters of the explosions (86) were carried out at the Semipalatinsk
test range, which in Table 2 has been divided into four sub regions, Balapan NE, Balapan
SW, Degelen, and Murzhik. The epicenters of the events within each subregion are con-
fined to areas with diameters of about 10 km or less (Figure 2). The distance between
Degelen and Balapan, and between Degelen and Murzhik are about 70 and 30 km respec-

8
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tively. The explosions at Semipalatinsk have ,enerally large magnitudes; only about 10%
of the events, all at Degelen and Murzhik, have mb(P) < 5.4 and all Balapan SW events
have mb(P)> 5.8 (Figure 3). Yields, depths, and 3ther shot parameters have been published
by Bocharov et al. (1989) for 19 of the Semipalatinsk explosions.

All but one of the 22 explosions at Novaya Zemlya occurred near Matochkin Shar, the
narrow strait that separates the Southern and Northern Islands. The magnitudes of the
Novaya Zemlya explosions too are quite large; there are only two events with mb(P) < 5.6.

Explosions at the remaining sites are few in numbers; 5 at Azghir, 2 at different locations
in Central Siberia, and 1 near Lake Baikal. Many of these events also have large magni-
tudes: only three events have mb(P)<5.2

In summary, four large suites at distinctly separate areas - Balapan NE, Balapan SW,
Degelen, and Matochkin Shar - constitute almost 90% of all explosions in the data set.
Three of the suites consist essentially of large magnitude events, whereas the fourth, at
Degelen, includes events with a fairly large magnitude range mb(P) = 4.8 - 6.0.

Seismological Stations And Instrument Calibrations
Waveform data are available from the stations listed in Table 3. All stations, except CHS,
TLY, and TUP are part of the base network of the Uniform System of Seismic Observa-
tions (USSO) in the U.S.S.R. (Kondorskaya and Aronovich, 1979). Their locations are
shown in the map of Figure 1. Epicentral distances between stations and explosion sites
range between 6 and 35 degrees (see Table 3), thus covering regional, as well as teleseis-
mic distances.

A general and comprehensive review of recording equipment - seismometers and galva-
nometers - at stations of the USSO has been made by Shishkevish (1974). Typical maxi-
mum magnifications of the recording equipment are included in Table 3 and typical
instrument responses are shown in Figure 4.

All waveforms were recorded with vertical comnponent instruments and most of them were
recorded with short period SKM-3 seismnormeters, standard short period pendulum instru-
ments with an electromagnetically damped moving coil transducer. The SKM-3 wave-
forms at ARU and APA were obtained at two maximum magnifications, around 24.7/38.0
k and 5.5/55k respectively. Four waveforns at APA were recorded with a SX seismome-
ter, a short period instrument somewhat older and allegedly less reliable than the SKM-3
(Staravoyt, personal communication, 1991). Finally 8 waveforns, 7 at NVS and I at
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OBN, were recorded with SKI) seismometers, standard broad-band instruments - with
electromagnetic damping as for the SKM-3 - but with low magnification.

As the waveform data for some stations were recorded over a period of more than twenty
years, one might expect some variation in the instrument characteristics. This is indeed the
case, but the changes with time differ both in type and in degree among the stations. The
response curves at some stations change in overall shape and, for a given shape, vary
slightly, whereas instrument characteristics at other stations remain the same for all
recorded waveforms. Temporal changes in instrument characteristics for the waveform
data are described by two kinds of calibrations, daily and annual, made available together
with the digitized data.

An annual calibration gives basic parameters - periods and dampings of seismometer and
galvanometer, coupling factor, and nominal magnification - that can be used to calculate
the amplitude magnification as a function of frequency. In addition, the annual calibrations
list the maximum magnification, which is redundant, as it can be derived from the ampli-
tude magnification curve calculated from the basic instrument parameters. For the most
commonly used seismometer, SKM-3, the shape of the magnification curves differs
among the stations. Some curves are more or less flat above a certain frequency, around
0.7 Hz or so, whereas other curves- such as for APA and OBN - peak between I and 2 Hz.
Furthermore, the response curves f- some stations, ARU, BOD, NRI, and NVS, have
only a single overall shape that stays constant with time, whereas other stations, APA and
OBN, have curves with clearly different general shapes for the same instrument over the
years - presumably due to deliberate alterations by station operators. The degree to which
curves vary around the same overall shape also varies among the stations. The curves for
ARU have no variation at all for 10 years of data, whereas curves of similar shape for
BOD, NRI and OBN fluctuate as a result of minor changes in the basic instrument param-
eters. These variations, while minor, still clearly affect the response curves. The standard
deviations as a function of frequency of the magnification curves resulting from the varia-
tion in instrument parameters are shown in Figure 5 for these three stations. In the short
period range, 0.5-5 Hz, this standard deviation varies between I and 7% for the three
curves.

The data for the annual calibrations are mainly excerpts from the volumes issued by Nauk
(1988) for USSO stations. Missing virtually wholly for stations CHS, TLY, and TUP, this
information is also missing in some instances for the other stations. The lack of data was
either due to the simple fact that annual calibrations were not carried out for all years at all
stations or to unavailability of the Nauk annual calibration volumes.

A daily calibration consists of the maximum magnification and a period range, Tm, over
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Figure 5: Standard deviations (in%) as a function of frequency of the instrument mag-
nifications curves for stations, BOD, NRI, and OBN for similar response
curves in the period 1965-1988.
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which the magnification is 90% or more of this maximum. The daily calibrations were
based on notations on the original records compiled in part by AFTAC (Heron, personal
communication, 1991). Information is not available on the procedure used to determine
these parameters or on their accuracy other than that it has been claimed that Tm is deter-
mined with an accuracy of 0.05 s when the upper limit of Tm< 1 s, and with an accuracy
of up to 0.1 s when the upper limit of Tm< 10 s (Shishkevish, 1974).

The instrument parameters reported in the annual calibrations can be used to correct wave-
form data for instrument response. In fact, this is the only way to correct for the instrument
response when removing the instrument effect of a recorded signal by deconvolution. The
magnification and period range noted on original records do not, however, uniquely define
the entire instrument response. Conversely, the maximum magnification and the period
range, Tm, can be calculated from the basic instrument parameters.

The accuracy of the calibration data, daily and annual, is not known. Soviet seismologists
(Staravoyt, personal communication, 1991) quote 5-10% (presumably range of variation)
as typical of stations of the USSO, but emphasize that the quality of the calibrations may
vary from station to station. The fact that the annual calibrations at some stations show no
variation over the years and vary at others (see Figure 5) may be due to differences in the
quality of instrument calibrations among stations and, therefore, may not reflect differ-
ences in actual changes of instrument characteristics among the stations.

There are also inconsistencies between the annual and daily calibrations. For example, the
average daily maximum magnification for a given year is, in some instances, different
from the maximum magnification of the annual calibration. Furthermore, the reported
maximum magnification of the annual calibration is not always identical with that calcu-
lated from the instrument parameters. Figure 6 shows a plot of the ratios of the three types
of maximum magnification that can be associated with the instrument for a record: (i)
noted on the record, V(daily), (ii) listed in annual reports, V(annual listed), and (iii) calcu-
lated from instrument parameters in annual reports, V(annual calculated). A high accuracy
of the instrument magnification is desirable for some types of data analysis. For example,
magnitudes based on the Lg phase, mb(Lg), used for yield estimation purposes have in
some cases a relative precision of 0.03 magnitude units. This corresponds to a 7% uncer-
tainty in magnification. In Figure 6 we have drawn lines corresponding to 7% discrepancy.
We find that for about 10% of the waveforms the ratio V(daily)/V(annual listed) is outside
these lines. The inconsistencies are most frequent for stations OBN and UZH. Figure 7
shows the ratios V(daily)/V(annual listed) for these two stations as a function of time. For
a given year the ratios are quite consistent although significantly different from one, and
the largest deviations occur prior to 1980.
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The discrepancies between the two types of calibrations raise the issue of which type
should be applied to attain the most reliable instrument corrections. As the variations in
many cases may be within the limits of measurement errors of the calibration procedures,
a third alternative, a single fixed set of instrument parameters for a given station and
instrument, may be the most accurate procedure for instrument corrections. Drift or ran-
dom fluctuations in the actual instrument characteristics may be smaller than those
reflected by variations in calibrations at some stations. We compared the consistency of
RMS amplitudes of Lg waves at the stations using no instrument correction, the daily cal-
ibration, and the annual calibration. The comparison included all of the waveforms from
the Novaya Zemlya and Semipalatinsk explosions. Although there were minor differ-
ences, the results indicated that either the daily or the annual calibrations could be used.

Waveform Data
The waveform data described here have been digitized from copies of original analog

records. Before a trace was digitized it was enlarged by a factor of two, then enhanced,
and finally enlarged by another factor of two. The methodology and procedure for the dig-
itization of the analog recordings have been described by Chiburis et al (1980).

Each digitized waveform usually consists of 2 minutes of noise prior to the P onset, and

extends into the signal coda to a time corresponding to a group velocity of about 3.0 km/s.

The sampling rate is 20 Hz and the sampled values, after multiplying with a scaling factor,

correspond to the excursion of the original trace in mm. The resolution of the sampling at
the digitization table is 0.005 inch or about 0.0125 mm. However, only x-y co-ordinates

more than 0.010 inch apart are actually used. A 0.010 inch resolution of the digitization

correspond to a time rese, ution of about 0.06 s, which is somewhat larger than the time
increments, 0.05 s, between samples. This means that for waveform segments with little

change in amplitude the digitizing table samples at slightly less than 20 Hz. Interpolation

routines are used to provide data at a constant rate of 20 samples/s.

Clearly, the hand digitized data is bound to be limited in quality when compared to mod-

em high quality digital recordings. For one thing, they have a narrow frequency band:

studying the quality of the digitization, Kemerait et aL. (1981) found that for 70 mm film

chips "it produces good results from dc out to at least 3-4 Hz".

A comparison of the hand digitized and IRIS recordings at the station in Arti (ARU) from
the JVE explosion (September 14, 1988 at Semipalatinsk) is shown in Figure 8. Both the

Soviet SKM-3 and the IRIS instruments were presumably operating in vaults of the same
tunnel system. As can be seen from Figure 9, the amplitude responses are different for the

two instruments. The IRIS response peaked around 5 Hz whereas the SKM-3 instrument
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COMPARISON OF HAND DIGITIZED AND DIGITAL IRIS RECORDS
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Figure 8: Vertical component recordings of the jVE explosion on Sep, 14, 1988, at
IRIS and U.S.S.R. stations at Arti (ARU).
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has a fairly constant magnification above 1 Hz. The noise spectra in Figure 9 shows that
the IRIS instrument appears, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, to have the highest noise
level at frequencies just above 1 Hz; the high noise of the IRIS recording is also obvious
from the traces in Figure 8. Sharp peaks, at 4 and 5 Hz, of the IRIS noise spectrum indicate
that the high level might partly be caused by instrumental or system noise. The NORSAR
model for the noise spectrum, equal to f 5 nm 2 /Hz, is shown for comparison in Figure 9.
The two amplitude spectra of the P wave, corrected for noise as well as instrument
response, look fairly similar, the ratio is fairly constant in a band from about 0.6 to about 2
Hz. The two Lg spectra have similar general shapes although the ratio varies considerably,
about an order of magnitude, in the band from about 0.4 to 1.0 Hz. The spectral ratios for
both the P and Lg wave are significantly different at low frequencies, less than 0.2-0.3 Hz.
This discrepancy may be due to limited resolution of the hand digitized data at the low fre-
quency end of the short period band. Figure 10 compares the P and Lg waves more in
detail. Apart from the original records of the two instruments, a trace representing a trans-
formation of the hand digitized recording into that with a response equivalent to an IRIS
instrument response is also included in this comparison. There are apparent shifts between
signatures of the Lg wave train along the trace. The first significant amplitude, about 5 s
after the beginning of the trace in the. figure, appears delayed at the hand digitized data rel-
ative to the IRIS trace, wher,'i he two significant amplitudes around 50 s after the begin-
ning appear to be ahead or .1,e hand digitized records. The reason for this discrepancy is
not known at this point ,n time. Additional analysis of, in particular, the phase responses
of the two instruments may explain this issue.

Apart from P narrow frequency range, the hand digitized waveforms also have gaps due to
missing data points. In such gaps, sampled values are entered with almost constant values,
often close to zero. All waveforms have gaps of 1 second duration at minute marks. What
is more, some waveforms also have large gaps of 5 seconds or more in various parts of the
record, the initial P, P coda, S or Lg windows, due to the original records being off scale or
being difficult to trace. Extensive gaps in the waveforms occurred for 187 records, or
almost 40%, of the data. Such gaps in the data are, however, largely limited to a few sta-
tions - NVS (64), ARU(36), FRU (31), and UZH (17) - which account for 80% of the
waveforms with gaps, but only about half of the total number of waveforms. The gap per-
centage of station OBN, which has the largest number of waveforms in the data set (106),
is only 15%.

Some idea of the accuracy of the time of the data can be obtained from standard deviations
of P arrival time residuals, defined as the differences between calculated values and those
measured after applying the time corrections annotated on the original records. For this
purpose data for explosions at Matochkin Shar (JED events) and at Semipalatinsk (events
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P at ARU for JVE Explosion
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Figure 10: Panels with P-waves and Lg-waves recorded by IRIS and Soviet instruments
at Arti (ARU). The Soviet hand-digitized data have been deconvolved with
its instrument response and convolved with that of the IRIS instrument (bot-
tom traces in the panels)
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listed by Bocharov et al (1989)) were ued. The standard deviations of the P residuals vary
between 0.6-1.4 seconds among the stations. The large value, 1.4 s, for NVS from Semi-
palatinsk, may be due to short epicentral distance and differences in distances to the subre-
gions of Semipalatinsk.

Typical recordings at all 11 stations from explosions at Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya
are plotted as a function of epicentral distance in Figure 11. As there is no explosion with
waveforms available at all the stations, the record sections had to be composed of data
from several explosions. The repeatability of waveforms at a given station from a given
test site is usually high and the composite sections of Figure 11 therefore give a represen-
tative picture of the development of various seismic phases along the many paths that are
sampled by data. More or less clearly developed Lg phases can be seen for all paths from
the explosion sites at Oemipalatinsk except for the paths to APA and NRI. The compara-
tively large Lg waves at TLY from explosions at the Semipalatinsk test range could be an
effect of high attenuation of P and S waves relative to that of Lg along the paths to Lake
Baikal. S-phases with smaller amplitude than Lg can also be seen in many of the ARU
waveforms. For Novaya Zemlya explosions, clear Lg waves can only be seen at station
ARU at a distance of 17 degrees. The absence of clear Lg phases could be due to a block-
age mechanism of large sediment thickness variations in the Barents and Kara Seas as sug-
gested by Baumgardt (1990). However, clear S-waves can be seen at NRI, APA and ARU
and there is an indication of a phase slightly after the expected arrival time of S at statiors
like BOD, NVS, and OBN.

Concluding Comment
Compared to modem high quality digital recordings the hand digitized data has, as one
would expect, a limited frequency range, resolution, and dynamic range. Furthermore, a
large percentage of the waveforms had one or more gaps of several seconds or more due to
clipping or difficulties in tracing the recorded signatures in the hand digitizing process.
These limitations notwithstanding, this data set is of great value for seismic verification
research and development. While digital seismic stations mostly have been in operation
for a comparatively short time, the 'historical' data described here represent a sample of
data over almost the entire period of Soviet underground nuclear testing. Although there is
an indication in the data that the reliability of seismometers with associated recording
equipment and the quality of instrument calibrations have improved over this time period,
the overall consistency in station operation and diligence with calibrations are features
that add significantly to the value of this type of historical data for seismic verification
research and development.
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Analysis Of RMS Magnitudes For Explosions At

Novaya Zemlya Based On Recordings At Soviet Stations

Hans lsraelsson

Abstract
RMS magnitudes from hand digitized recordings at nine standard seismic stations in the
U.S.S.R were analyzed for 21 Novaya Zemlya explosions including a suite of events with
magnitudes mb(ISC) = 5.6 - 6.0. Although there were clearly developed Lg phases at only
two stations, APA and ARU, magnitudes calculated from the 3.1-3.7 km/s velocity win-
dow were highly consistent among stations. Estimates of the standard deviations of RMS
values varied among the stations and had a median of 0.047 magnitude units (m.u.). Least
squares network magnitudes based on the RMS values at five stations had estimated stan-
dard errors around 0.02 (m.u.). The network magnitudes for twelve of the events were
very similar - their standard deviation was less than 0.04 (m.u.). The standard deviation of
mb(P) based on teleseismic P waves recorded at world-wide network stations for the same
twelve events was about three time larger.

RMS magnitudes based on windows other than that for Lg, including initial P, P coda, and
S with coda, were also analyzed. The results for the S coda and Lg were similar. The RMS
amplitude ratios for different phases had small variations from explosion to explosion.
The median of the standard deviations for the P coda/Lg and S coda/Lg ratios were 0.08
and 0.04, respectively. The stability of these ratios suggests that work on seismic discrimi-
nation problems other than yield estimation might benefit from employing RMS ampli-
tudes rather than traditional maximum amplitudes.

Introduction
Estimating yields of underground nuclear explosions is important for monitoring limited
test bans. Significant improvements in the accuracy of seismic yield estimation have been
achieved by exploiting Lg waves rather than traditional P and surface waves. For example,
a series of studies have demonstrated that RMS Lg magnitudes from explosions at the
Semipalatinsk test range are remarkably cons;-tent between stations widely distributed in
epicentral distance and azimuth (Ringdal, 1983; Ringdal and Hokland, 1987; Ringdal and
Fyen, 1988; Hansen et al., 1990). These magnitudes were based on modem, high quality,
digital recordings at the NORSAR array in Norway, the Grafenberg array in Germany, at
stations of the IRIS network in the Soviet Union, and of the Chinese Digital Station Net-
work.
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A unique set of analog seismic recordings from conventional Soviet stations of a number
of underground nuclear explosions at several locations in the U.S.S.R. became available as
a result of the bi-lateral Nuclear Testing talks and have subsequently been converted man-
ually into digital form. We have analyzed this data for explosions at Novaya Zemlya. In
particular, we examined the stability and consistency of station RMS magnitudes based on
Lg time windows for this test site. We calculated network magnitudes from the station
magnitudes and estimated their standard errors. In addition, we applied the RMS magni-
tude concept to time windows other than for Lg, including the initial P phase, the P coda,
and the S phase with coda.

Data
The explosion test site near Matochkin Shar (the narrow straight that separates the North-
ern and Southern Islands of Novaya Zemlya) and the seismic stations are shown in the
map of Figure 12. Detailed information on the explosions, the seismic stations and their
instruments (with associated calibrations), and the waveform data have been compiled by
Israelsson (1992). Here we summarize some of that information relevant to the data analy-
sis.

Source data pertinent to the explosions, which occurred between 1964 and 1988, are listed
in Table 4. Data for the three explosions in the 60's were included for the sake of com-
pleteness and virtually all of the analysis for this study was focused on waveforms from
fifteen explosions between 1976 and 1988 with magnitudes between mb(ISC) = 5.6 - 6.0.
RMS magnitudes for waveforms from three smaller explosions, between mb= 4 and 5,
were also calculated. The relative locations of the explosions are shown on a map simpli-
fied from the digital terrain model for the Matochkin Shar area constructed by Leith et al.
(1990). Most of the epicenters were determined by Lilwal and Marshall (1986) using the
JED method. The epicenter of the small event on 84/08/26 was obtained at the Center for
Seismic Studies. Locations for the last four explosions listed in Table 4 (they occurred
after 1983) were estimated by ISC. The epicenters of these four explosions were corrected
for the bias between the JED and the ISC epicenters, marked in Figure 13. The epicenters
of all the explosions in Figure 13 are limited to an area with a diameter of about 15 km,
which is similar to that of the Balapan region at the Semipalatinsk test range. The events
cluster on the sides of the mountains separated by the Shumilikha river flowing north into
the Matochkin Shar. Stewart and Marshall (1988) suggested that the explosion on Oct 11
1980 was a double event with two simultaneous shots about seven km apart as indicated
by the dotted line in Figure 13. From analysis of P-wave seismograms they suggested that
the southerly event (marked with an open circle in Figure 13) was about 0.35 the size of
the larger explosion.
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EXPLOSION EPICENTERS
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Figure 13: Explosion epicenters near Matochkin Shar. Epicenters determined by Lilwal
and Marshall (1986) using the JED method (filled octagons) were used
whenever available. For other events, ISC determinations corrected for the
systematic difference between ISC and JED locations - indicated by the mis-
location vector to the lower left - were used (filled triangles). The epicenter
of the two explosions of the double event on 80/10/11 are connected with a
dotted line, and the smaller of the two explosions is shown as an open octa-
gon (after Stewart and Marshall, 1988).
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Table 4: Explosions

Date Time Lat(N) Long(E) mb(ISC) Source*

64/10/25 07:59:57.8 73.386 54.997 5.1 JED

67/10/21 04:59:58.5 73.385 54.826 5.9 JED

68/11/07 10:02:05.5 73.388 54.873 6.1 JED

76/09/29 02:59:57.4 73.360 54.880 5.8 JED

76/10/20 07:59:57.0 73.399 54.835 4.5 JED

77/09/01 02:59:57.5 73.339 54.626 5.7 JED

77/10/09 11:00:00.3 73.414 54.935 4.5 JED

78/08/10 07:59:57.7 73.293 54.885 5.9 JED

78/09/27 02:04:58.2 73.350 54.677 5.6 JED

79/09/24 03:29:58.3 73.346 54.679 5.7 JED

79/10/18 07:09:58.3 73.318 54.821 5.8 JED

80/10/11** 07:09:57.0 73.335 54.938 5.7 JED

81/10/01 12:14:56.7 73.308 54.817 6.0 JED

82/10/11 07:14:58.2 73.348 54.601 5.6 JED

83/08/18 16:09:58.6 73.358 54.974 5.9 JED

83/09/25 13:09:57.7 73.326 54.564 5.8 JED

84/08/26 03:30:00.0 73.35 54.80 0.0 CSS

84/10/25 06:29:57.7 73.37 54.84 5.8 ISC

87/08/02 01:59:59.8 73.35 54.58 5.8 ISC

88/05/07 22:49:58.0 73.35 54.43 5.6 ISC

88/12/04 05:19:53.6 73.49 54.18 5.9 ISC

* (ISC= International Seismic Center, JED=-Joint Epicenter Determination by Lilwal and Marshall,
1986, CSS= Center for Seismic Studies).

(Double explosion according to Stewart and Marshall, 1988).
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Leith et al., (1990) compared a 1989 SPOT image of the Matochkin Shar with an aerial
photograph from 1942 and found that the ridge area above the mouth of the Shumilikha
river appeared disturbed by small circular areas with snow cover in several places. These
features were interpreted as surface effects of underground nuclear tests. Figure 14, a
close-up of the ridge area (around latitude 73.4N and 54.8E) shows that there is overlap
between the locations of the small circular snow covered areas read from the SPOT image
and JED locations of the Novaya Zemlya explosions located by Lilwal and Marshall
(1986). The area, but not the orientation and lengths of the axes, of the ellipses of the 95
per cent confidence regions calculated by Lilwal and Marshall (1986) were available, so
the dotted circles surrounding the JED epicenters, with radius = J/(area/lt) in Figure
14 give some indication of the relative uncertainty in the JED locations.

"iable 5 is a list of the seismic stations that recorded data for this study. Apart from sta-

Table 5: Seismic Stations

Code Name Lat(N) Lon(E) Dist. Max. Magnif.

(degrees) (k)

APA Apatity 67.55 33.33 9.2 5.5

ARU Arti 56.40 58.60 17.1 25

BOD Bodaybo 57.85 114.18 27.4 52

CHS Chusal 39.10 70.77 35.2 195

NRI Norilsk 69.40 88.10 11.2 102

NVS Novosibirsk 54.90 83.30 21.9 50

OBN Obninsk 55.10 36.60 19.8 44

TLY Talaya 51.68 103.63 29.8 36

UZH Uzhgorod 48.63 22.30 28.7 44

tions CHS and TLY, the stations are all base stations of the Unified Seismic Observations
System of the U.S.S.R. All waveforms (except four of those at APA) were recorded with
the same type of seismometer, the standard vertical component SKM-3, but with different
magnifications and instrument parameter settings. This resulted in somewhat different
amplitude response curves for the stations, as shown in Figure 15. The four APA wave-
forms were recorded with a SX seismometer, supposedly older and less reliably con-
structed than the SKM-3. The other 16 waveforms at APA were obtained with a SKM-3
seismometer at two different gains; 14 with a low and 2 with a high gain. The frequency
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Figure 14: Comparison of explosion epicenters and snow covered circular areas read
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the mouth of the Shumilikha river. The explosion epicenters determinc, by
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Figure 15: Typical amplitude magnification curves for the seismological stations. The
three curves for APA represent those of a SKM-3 seismometer at two differ-
ent gains and of a SX seismometer. The frequency band 0.6-3.0 Hz used in

the calculations of RMS amplitudes is also indicated.
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band from 0.6-3.0 Hz, which was used in the calculation of RMS values, is marked in the
figure.

Seismograms of the explosion on 88/12/04 (and for 77/10/20 for station NRI) are shown
in the record section of Figure 16. The traces are aligned on a manually picked first arrival
time for the P phase and include one minute of noise window preceding the pick of the P

onsets. Expected arrival times of the S and Lg phases are marked as solid lines. In addi-
tion, the limits of four time windows; initial P, P coda, S with coda, and Lg that were used
for calculating RMS amplitudes (see below) are indicated with dotted lines. Although
there is some variation in the waveforms from explosion to explosion, the data in Figure
16 are representative of the entire data set. Clear Lg phases with a group velocity around
3.5 km/s can be seen only at stations APA and ARU. The absence of clearly developed Lg
phases at the other stations could be due to blockage by large thickness variations in the
sedimentary basins of the Barents and Kara Seas as suggested by Baumgardt (1990): the
Lg energy trapped in such basins is redirected and dissipated by scattering and attenuation.
However, significant energy at the expected arrival time for the S phase can be seen for the
nearest stations APA, NRI, and ARU. At the next distant stations, OBN and NVS, only a
minor increase of the S coda level is observed. At stations BOD and UZH, which are fur-
ther away, this increase of the coda level is still present but seems to be delayed about 30 s
relative to the expected arrival time for S.

There were 111 waveforms available from the nine stations for the 21 explosions. The dis-
tribution of waveforms over stations and explosions is evident from the calculated magni-
tudes in Tables 7 through 10. There are gaps in some of the recorded waveforms in one or
more of the windows for P, P coda, S with coda, or Lg phases. Magnitudes were not calcu-
lated for time windows with gaps in the data longer than one second. There were only
three waveforms for the station NRI; one of them with significant gaps. The analysis was,
therefore, based mainly on waveforms from the other eight stations.

Calculation of RMS Amplitudes
An RMS magnitude as a measure of explosion source size was defined by Ringdal (1983)
for the Lg phase and analyzed for NORSAR recordings of explosions from the Balapan
region of the Semipalatinsk test range. A time window of 120 seconds starting 40 seconds
before the Lg arrival was used to calculate the RMS amplitude. If we assume that the Lg
phase has a group velocity of 3.5 km/s this corresponds to a group velocity window of
3.28-3.62 km/s. A very similar definition was used by Ringdal and Hokland (1987) with a
time window of 120 seconds corresponding to group velocities between 3.33 and 3.67 km/
s. The time windows used in these studies were centered on a group velocity of 3.5 km/s.
Hansen et al. (1990), calculating RMS magnitudes of Balapan explosions for stations at
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various epicentral distances also used a 120 second time window and chose the largest
value of a RMS trace centered near the 3.5 km/s group velocity to represent the RMS
amplitude. They concluded that consistent station RMS magnitudes were obtained for
both a time window fixed at 120 seconds and one based on a range of Lg group velocities.
A fixed time window of two minutes, however, results in a substantial variation in the
range of group velocities for stations at different epicentral distances. The time window
may, indeed, cover phases other than Lg. This, together with the large range in epicentral
distances (9-35 degrees) of the stations analyzed here and the absence of clearly devel-
oped Lg phases at most stations for the Novaya Zemlya events, lead us to consider RMS
values not only for the Lg phase, but also for other phases. Rather than using a fixed time
window, we employed time windows that were related to seismic phases, which in turn
lent themselves more conveniently to geophysical interpretation.

For each waveform we calculated RMS amplitudes corresponding to windows of the ini-
tial P phase (from P onset to 20 s after onset), the P coda (20 s after P onset to 15 s before
the expected S arrival), the S phase with coda (15 s prior to the expected S arrival to a
group velocity of 3.7 km/s), and the Lg phase (the group velocity window 3.1-3.7 km/s).
The four data windows are indicated in Figure 16. The 20 s window for the initial P wave
has, of course, the same length for all stations, whereas the lengths of the windows for the
other phases varied with epicentral distance. In order to account for differences in instru-
ment responses among the stations, the calculated RMS amplitudes were normalized to a
common instrument: that of the SKM-3 seismometer at station OBN. As the instrument
calibrations for the stations also fluctuate with time, the calibration for 1988 of the OBN
seismometer was chosen as a reference. The normalization to this particular instrument
was carried out in the frequency domain for computational convenience. Parseval's theo-
rem affirms the equivalence of time and frequency domain computations.

The calculation of the RMS values was based on traces filtered between 0.6-3.0 Hz (three
pole Butterworth). These frequency limits conformed to band pass filters used by Hansen
et al. (1990), who found that consistent station RMS magnitudes were obtained as long as
the band pass enhanced the main part of the Lg energy. A noise correction was also
applied using the RMS amplitude of the available noise data up to five seconds preceding
the manually picked P onset (usually 115 seconds of data). Noise corrected RMS values
were transformed into a logarithmic scale and could be written as:

lo 1 2j (k) n2X (t)
rmsij (k) = wlog[M'(k) X x(t)ý-lZx( -

43 , (k) n,
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where rmsuik) defines the RMS value of phase k at station j from explosion i, and xip)
represents the associated filtered seismic waveform (normalized to the reference OBN
instrument response) sampled at times t (sampling rate 20 Hz). The lengths of the time
windows of the noise sample is denoted N (115 s), and its time limits are n1 and n2. The
limits and lengths of the windows of the fo ir phases at station j are denoted M/k), mrl(k),
and mp2(k), respectively.

The hand digitized waveforms had gaps of one second duration at minute marks. As the
windows could start at any time relative to the minute mark, the number of such gaps var-
ied from waveform to waveform. The standard deviation of this error was estimated to be
0.005 magnitude units for the shortest window used (20 s for the initial P).

The signal-to-noise ratios, SNR, of the RMS Lg amplitudes were generally high for the 15
large explosions. The average SNR value obtained as the base 10 exponent of the mean of
the logarithm of the ratios, was, as one might expect, strongly dependent on distance.
Apart from APA, the average SNR values decreased with distance according to the
approximate relation: log(SNR) = 6.57 - 3.86 log(D), with D being the epicentral distance
in degrees. The SNR at APA was more than a factor of 10 below what would be projected
from this linear relation. This low value at APA may have been due to the low magnifica-
tion (only about 5.5k) for most of its waveforms and a bias may have been introduced by
noise in the hand digitization process. There was fairly little variation among explosions
(i.e., the suite of 15 large events) for a given station; the standard deviation of the loga-
rithm of the SNR varied between 0.11 to 0.25. As some of this variation was due to varia-
tion in signal strength, this means that the noise levels at the stations in this frequency
band were fairly stationary. One reason for expecting such stability is that many of the
recordings were obtained in the early morning, local time.

RMS amplitude (uncorrected for noise) ratios for the P phase, the P coda, and the S coda
relative to the Lg phase were also calculated for the 15 large explosions. The average val-
ues of these ratios (obtained like the average SNR for Lg above) varied with phase and
station. For the initial P and the P coda, the ratio had a positive correlation with epicentral
distance. This was expected as the amplitudes of the different phases decay at different
rates with distance. There was no such correlation for the S coda ratios. The P coda and
the S coda ratios were not significantly above two except for the P coda iatio at BOD and
CHS. However, the RMS amplitude was somewhat larger for the S coda than for Lg for all
stations except for ARU and UZH. For a given station and phase, the variation in the
amplitude ratio from explosion to explosion was very small and only above 0. 1 (on a log-
arithmic scale) for the ratios at CHS, the initial P phase at ARU and BOD, and the P coda
ratio at ARU. The relatively large variation for CHS may have been due to outlying values
(see following section).
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Station Magnitudes
The calculated RMS amplitudes, rinsij, normalized to the OBN instrument, band pass fil-
tered, corrected for noise, and transformed to a logarithmic scale were then used to com-
pute station magnitudes. As the epicentral distances between a given station and the events
are almost the same, the station magnitudes, me/k), were computed by normalizing the
rmsij values of the mb(Lg) determined for the NORSAR array, NAO, by Ringdal (1991):
me/k) = rmsnak) + c/k) where the normalization term was obtained in a straightforward
manner: cj (k) = I/n. I (rmsij (k) - mi)VAo (Lg) ). The normalization terms were
determined from events with similar magnitudes, mirAO = 5.603-5.807 and applied to all
rmsij values for calculation of station magnitudes. The resulting magnitudes are listed in
Tables 7 through 10, which also give network magnitudes and standard deviations for each
event (denoted NET and S.D2. respectively in the tables and obtained according to the
procedures below). The standard deviations of station magnitude residuals relative to net-
work magnitudes are also included in Tables 7 through 10 (denoted S.D; their definition is
given below).
Hand digitized waveforms are bound by their very nature to have limited data quality
compared to modem seismic recordings. Furthermore, the data analyzed here was based
on incomplete information on station seismometers and instrument calibrations. Because
of these circumstances, the station magnitudes were initially searched for outlying data
that was omitted in the subsequent analysis.

For this purpose, we employed a simple additive source-path model for the station magni-
tudes. This model assumed that the station magnitudes, mi/k), at station j from event i and
phase k could be written in the form:

mij (k) = gi (k) + v (k) + c ii (k)

where m and n represent the network magnitude and station correction terms respectively.
The latter terms should, of course, be close to zero, as the station magnitudes have been
normalized to the same scale. The error terms, eifk), were assumed to be Gaussian and
independent with zero mean and equal standard deviation, a(k). In addition, we imposed
the condition that Ivj = 0. This additive model was approximately valid for the 15 large
explosions, i, as they all had similar magnitudes and effects due to differences among sta-
tions in amplitude scaling with source strength were negligible.

The network magnitudes, station corrections, and the standard deviation were estimated
by a least squares procedure from the over-determined system of equations. The values of
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the magnitude residualsLP = rm-.,(k) - gi (k) - v (k) , were then used as a criterion
for detecting outliers (pgi (k) and v, (k) network magnitudes and station corrections that
were obtained from the least squares estimation). The empirical distributions of the RMS
residuals are shown in Figure 17.

Outliers were identified with the least squares procedure in an iterative fashion. First, the
least squares procedure was applied to all of the station magnitudes for Lg and the residual
with the largest absolute value was removed, if sufficiently large. The procedure was then
applied to the truncated data and so on, until no outlier remained. The same iterative pro-
cedure was applied to the station magnitudes of the other phases one at a time, S coda, P
coda, and initial P. This resulted in 10 waveforms, with large residuals, being classified as
outliers. The outlier data is summarized in Table 6

Table 6: Outlier Data

Residuals (m.u.)
Date Station

P P Coda S Coda Lg

76/09/29 CHS -0.510 -0.436 -0.224

76/09/29 OBN 0.248 0.293

77109/01 UZH -0.274 -0.216 -0.176

78/09/27 ARU -0.267 GAP

81/10/01 CHS -0.521 -0.421 -0.336

83/08/18 ARU -0.261 GAP

84/10/25 APA 0.195

8t/10/25 UZH 0.140

88/05/07 BOD -0.227

88/12/04 CHS 0.133

and the outlying data points are also marked along with the empirical distributions in Fig-
ure 17. Four of the waveforms in Table 6 have outlying residuals for more than one type of
magnitude (i.e., P, P coda, S coda, or Lg), Outlying values for these four waveforms may,
therefore, be due to use of faulty instrument corrections. Possible sources of error for the
other waveforms are less obvious, apart from the waveform 84/10/25 at UZH, which prob-
ably was caused by signal interference (a large impulsive signal appears in the S coda win-
dow). Whatever the reasons, the outlying data points were omitted in our subsequent
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analysis.

The standard deviations of the residuals (after removal of outliers) are also given in Figure
17. The smallest value, 0.037 (m.u.), was obtained for the RMS magnitudes of the S win-
dow. However, the difference between the values for the Lg and the S coda is hardly sig-
nificant. The standard deviations in Figure 17 were based on the assumption of equal
standard errors in the station magnitudes. Variations among the stations are, however,
quite possible. For example, some of the scatter in station magnitudes may be contributed
by the instrument corrections that were applied, and the possibility that the accuracy of the
available information on instrument characteristics vary from station to station. The stan-
dard deviations of the station magnitude residuals, S.D. it, Tables 7 through 10, have been
summarized in Figure 18 for each phase window and station. The S.D3 values were
obtained from data for the suite of 15 large events. This summary suggests that there may
be differences in standard errors among station magnitudes. The small numbers of obser-
vations, however, make precise estimates of standard errors of individual station magni-
tudes difficult.

The S.D3 values for Lg ranged between 0.034 and 0.057 and the median value of 0.047
was somewhat higher than the standard deviation of about 0.03 at a single station for Bal-
apan events obtained by Hansen et al. (1990). The station standard deviations for RMS
values of Balapan events (five single stations and one array) were based on misfit errors to
linear relations estimated between RMS values of station pairs. There was some variation
in the misfit error among station pairs (0.022-0.038) for the Balapan data. Furthermore, for
most of the station pairs only a small number (6 or less) of common observations was
available and the associated misfit error might have been underestimated. Bearing in mind
that there were only a small number of observations available in some cases and the appar-
ent variation in standard deviation among stations, it is difficult to conclude, with a high
degree of confidence, that the station standard deviations for the Novaya Zemlya events
obtained here are generally larger than those for the Balapan events obtained by Hansen et
al. (1990).

Network Magnitudes
In order to calculate network Lg magnitudes we solved the over determined systems of
equations for the additive model, described above, after having removed all outlying data
points. This was done for the 15 large events and the 3 binall events separately. t 'though

there may be differences in the standard deviations of the station magnitudes for a given
phase, we assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that the standard deviations were the same,
rather than employing a weighting scheme. The values of the network magnitudes

spanned almost two magnitude units and their distribution is shown in Figure 19. The esti-
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mated standard errors of the network Lg magnitudes (S.D2 in Table 7) depend on the num-
ber of station magnitudes and vary between 0.020 (7 stations) and 0.031 (3 stations) with a
median value of 0.022 (5 stations). These standard deviations are comparable or mostly
larger than the S.D 1 values for the events in Table 7. The standard deviation S.D 1 for an
event is defined (only if more than three observations) as the standard deviation of the sta-
tion magnitudes divided by the square root of the nunmoer of station magnitudes available
for the event. Partly, because of the small number of observations and reduced number of
degrees of freedom, the estimated standard errors (S.D2) for the three small events are
comparatively large.

Due to the apparent clustering of the network Lg magnitudes in Figure 19, we attempted to
group the events with a formal procedure by applying hierarchical clustering (Becker et
al., 1988). For this purpose we used a one-dimensional version of Mahalanobis D2 mea-
sure (Rao, 1967) as a measure of closeness between two network magnitudes, ti and tj
with estimated errors, S.D2i and S .D2j:

D2 
- (= - )2/2 (SD2 2 +$SD2)

and normalized this to "plausibility" by forming exp(-D11
2 ). The lower panel in Figure 19

shows the results of this hierarchical clustering with connected linkage, as a cluster tree, or
dendogram. Dates identify each event. The events are grouped into two clusters at "plausi-
bility" levels above 0.80. The large group contains thirteen events and the small includes
only two explosions. There is no obvious geographical pattern that can be related to the
clustering according to network magnitude. Although the plausibility level at which we
have grouped explosions with the dendogram seems reasonable (above 0.8), it is none the
less somewhat arbitrary.

Figure 20 compares the network and station magnitudes for twelve of the 13 events in the
large group with mb(P;tele). The data for the explosion on 76/ 09/29 is not included since
it is based only on three stations. Being based on short period teleseismic body waves
recorded at a world wide network, the rnb(P;tele) were obtained with a maximum likeli-
hood procedure that not only includes station corrections, but also accounts for near
source focusing effects. The standard deviation of the network magnitudes, mb(Lg; NET),
for these twelve events is only 0.036 m.u. On the assumption that the network magnitudes
is a direct measure of actual explosion yield, it can be concluded that these twelve events
had almost identical yield. As the standard deviation of the network magnitudes is about
the same as the estimated standard error of an individual network magnitude, all scatter
amor, the twelve magnitudes might be attributed to the uncertainty in the RMS measure-
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mb(P) NET APA ARU BOD CHS NVS OBN TLY UZH

5.675 5.781 5.741 5.791 5.749 5.794 5.8 5.792 5.77 5.765

0.094 0.036 0.048 0.055 0.069 0.054 0.049 0.042 0.063 0.076

88/12/04 * *

88/05/07- : ""

87/08/02 :.
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.' .
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RELATIVE MAGNITUDE (m.u.)

Figure 20: Comparison of magnitudes for 12 of the Novaya Zemlya explosions with

dates given to the far left. The type of magnitude with associated average

and standard deviation of the 12 explosions are given at the top of the dia-

gram.
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ments. The standard deviations for the station magnitudes of the twelve events are all
clearly higher than 0.036. If the twelve explosions were almost identical in strength and if
the station magnitudes were independent, one would, indeed, expect the standard devia-
tion of the network magnitudes to be smaller than those of the individual station magni-
tudes. The comparison of magnitudes in Figure 20 show a clear difference between the
mb(P;tele) and the Lg magnitudes. The standard deviation of the mb(P;tele) is about three
times that of mb(Lg; NET). The large scatter for mb(P;tele) is due in particular to the data
for the two explosions on 78/08/10 and 88/05/07. No similar discrepancy can be noted for
the presumed double event on 80/10/11.

Although the standard deviations for the network magnitudes (S.D2 in Tables 7 through
10) of two of the small events are higher than those for many of the large events, one can-
not readily attribute this to poor signal-to-noise ratios. The signal-to-noise ratios were well
above 1.5, which is, according to Hansen (1990), the lower limit for reliable RMS ampli-
tude estimates at a single site. For example, station magnitudes for NVS are generally low
compared to those for BOD. This may be a result of differences in scaling of the station
magnitudes with source strength. If this were the case, scatter would be introduced in the
network magnitudes based on the additive model or on a straight averaging of station
magnitudes. Variation in scaling with source strength among station magnitudes should
therefore be accounted for when calculating network magnitudes. This was, however, not
attempted here because of the limited amount of data.

The station magnitude residuals were somewhat independent among the phases. Figure 21

shows the station residuals plotted against one another for P, P coda, S coda, and Lg.In the
figure a station magnitude residual for a given event is defined as the difference between
the station magnitude and the average of the magnitudes of the other stations for that
event. Correlation values, with standard deviations obtained from bootstrapping, are given
in the scatter diagrams of Figure 21. The correlation is smallest for P and Lg values, but P
coda and Lg data also show weak correlation despite the use of the same f:equency band
for the different phases. This independence between magnitude types may be utilized to
improve magnitude estimates by combining uncorrelated magnitudes, for example, using
the inverses of the variances of the magnitudes as weights. The maximum theoretical
reduction in standard error for combining two independent nmagnitude types is about 30%.
This occurs if the two types have equal standard error; if they are clearly different the
reduction becomes marginal. For the purpose of illustration, we applied a weighted
scheme to the group of 12 explosions with very similar Lg network magnitudes (see Fig-
ure 20). On the assumption that these events were of virtually identical strength, we
expected a reduction in the standard deviation of the Lg magnitudes (0.036) of the 12
events when combining them with, for example, the P magnitudes. Using standard devia-
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tions a(Lg) = 0.022 and a(P) = 0.036 (median values for network magnitudes) in a
weighted summation, the standard deviation of the magnitudes of the nine events was
reduced, but only to 0.035. A combination of RMS Lg and P coda magnitudes gave an
even smaller reduction, and it should be stressed that the assumption about identical
strengths of the 12 events may, of course, not be correct; the marginally smaller standard
deviation obtained for combined Lg and P magnitudes could well be fortuitous because of
the small number of events.

i tae diagrams in Figure 22 compare some of the RMS magnitudes (in Tables 7 through 10)
with the network magnitudes mb(P;tele) determined by Jih and Wagner (1992). The scat-
ter diagrams in Figure 22 give slope and standard deviations of misfit errors obtained with
the least squares method as adapted to seismic yield estimation by Ericsson (1971). The
slopes vary somewhat suggesting differences in scaling with source strength between
mb(P;tele) and the RMS magnitudes. For example, the mb(Lg) slope is larger for NVS
(0.95) than for BOD (0.87). Thus, the P magnitudes, mb(P;tele) and mb(P;NVS) appear to
be more sensitive to change in explosion yield than mb(Lg).

The differences in scaling with source strength among the network magnitudes, as illus-
trated by the slopes of the linear relationships in Figure 22, suggest that the smaller sensi-
tivity to change in explosion yield for the RMS Lg magnitudes relative to that of mb(P;
tele) might contribute to a smaller standard deviation of magnitudes for events with simi-
lar strengths. Such a "compressing" effect could contribute to the apparently small stan-
dard deviation of the RMS Lg magnitudes for the events in the group of 12 explosions (see
Figure 20). The standard deviation of the magnitudes for these events is, however, still
remarkably small even if this effect is accounted for. For example, if we assume that
mb(P;tele) scales with explosion yield, W (logarithm of base 10 in kilotons), like
dmb(UK)/dW = 0.75, and that the scaling for RMS Lg is dm(RMS Lg)/dW = 0.65, then
the 0.02 standard deviation of the network RMS Lg magnitudes would translate into an
explosion yield uncertainty of about 15% at the two sigma level. This can be compared
with the 60% uncertainty obtained by Patton (1988) for subgroups of events with uniform
coupling at the Nevada Test Site using data recorded at a local network. The 15% uncer-
tainty can, of course, be related only to relative measurements of yields of explosions with
similar coupling as well as other detonation conditions. Although Lg amplitudes may be
not affected by source coupling uncertainties to the extent that P waves are (Patton, 1988),
it must be emphasized that the RMS Lg magnitudes of events with variations in source
coupling, that cannot be corrected for by calibrations, may still be significantly biased. It
may, indeed, be difficult to even estimate the uncertainty in seismic yield in such cases.

Earlier studies of explosions at the Semipalatinsk test range have revealed systematic vari-
ations in the magnitude difference, ril,(P)- mj/Lg), across the test range. For example,
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Ringdal and Marshall (1988) found that this difference was about 0.15 magnitude units
higher for explosions in the Southwestern than in the Northeastern part. Ringdal and Mar-
shall (1988) suggested that this effect is most likely a result of differences in P recordings,
due to strong focusing effects in the upper mantle. As mentioned above, the explosions at
Matochkin Shar are spread over an area with a diameter similar to that of the Balapan at
Semipalatinsk. Because of the considerable variation in topography near Matochkin Shar -
the elevation changes from 0 to about 800 m over 2-3 km in some parts - attempts have
been made to evaluate the topographic effects on mb(P) and mb(Lg) with three-dimen-
sional numerical simulations by Frankel and Leith (1991). These theoretical results, which
are preliminary in nature, suggest that the azimuthal variation in teleseismic mb(P) would
be less than 0.05 m.u., whereas for mb(Lg) this variation for vertical component could be
up to 0.1 m.u. at close distances; the effect for Lg would diminish with increasing dis-
tance. In Figure 23 we have plotted the difference mb(P)-mb(Lg) as a function of the
explosion epicenter for some magnitude pairs. No consistent pattern emerges from the dia-
grams except for station OBN; the difference mb(P;OBN)-mb(Lg;OBN) appears to be pos-
itive and negative in the western and eastern portions respectively. Also, the event 78/08/
10 with the large difference mb(P;tele)-mb(Lg;NET) (see Figure 20) has the southern most
location of the explosions. Because of the high consistency of mb(Lg) between station
pairs it appears that mb(Lg) - contrary to the theoretical results for close distances by
Frankel and Leith (1991) - is not subject to strong azimuthal variation. The stability of
mb(Lg) suggests that the observed variations of the magnitude difference mb(P)-mb(Lg)
across the Matochkin Shar test site is more likely caused by variations in mb(P). As the
theoretical results of Frankel and Leith (1991) point to small azimuthal variation of mb(P)
due to topography, the variation in mb(P) has to be due to other factors, such as strong
focusing in the upper mantle, which seem to be in effect at Balapan.

Attenuation with Distance and Station Site Amplifications
The normalization constants c/(k), determined for each station j and phase k to bring the
RMS amplitudes, rmsij, on a standard magnitude scale, provide some insight into the
attenuation and station site amplifications for the various phases. We normalized the c/k)
constants to path terms, p/k): pjk) = c/k) - c.(k).

The eight path terms, defined in this manner, are plotted in Figure 24 for each phase as a
function of epicentral distance. For the sake of comparison, amplitude attenuation curves
have been drawn in the diagrams as dashed lines. A P wave attenuation curve for Western
U.S.S.R. (referred to as Slunga-Kaila-Sarkar in GSE/SW/62, 1988) is drawn for the P and
P coda, and the amplitude distance formula, A-l/3(sin(A))-l/2e'YA, used by Nuttli (1986), is
drawn for the path terms of the S coda and Lg with y = 0.0012 kmi-1, typical of several
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paths for Lg RMS amplitudes in Western and Central U.S.S.R (Israelsson, 1991). The
curves, which, in particular for the S coda and Lg, are in overall agreement with the data,
have been adjusted vertically in the figure to a level that approximately fits the data points.

Finally, in Figure 25 we have plotted station site amplifications defined as, ,/k) = p/(k) -
B/k), where the amplitude distance curve, B/ýk), depends on the phase k according to the
formulas described in the previous paragraph. The site amplifications for a given station
are, on the whole, consistent among the phases. This is particular true for the S coda and
Lg. For the P phase and P coda the amplifications at APA, CHS, and TLY are, however,
strikingly different from those of the S coda and Lg.

Some Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have analyzed RMS magnitudes calculated from hand digitized record-
ings at nine standard seismological stations in the U.S.S.R of explosions at Novaya Zem-
lya including a suite of 15 large events with similar magnitudes.

Although there were clearly developed Lg phases at only two of the stations, APA and
ARU, the Lg coda had sufficient signal-to-noise for calculating RMS magnitudes for the
smallest explosion, with mb around 4. Furthermore, the consistency among station RMS
values based on a 3.1-3.7 km/s group velocity window is comparable to results based on
modern high quality digital recordings from explosions at the Semipalatinsk test range.
Estimates of the standard deviations of station RMS values vary among the stations about
a median value of 0.047.

Network RMS Lg magnitudes based on the least squares method appear more robust than
station magnitudes and had estimated standard errors around 0.02 (for five stations). If we
account for magnitude-yield scaling, this translates to uncertainties in relative explosion
yield of about 15% at the two sigma level for explosions with similar source coupling.

The Lg network magnitudes, mb(Lg;NET), for the 15 large events clustered into two dis-
tinct groups with very similar magnitudes within each group. The standard deviation of
the magnitudes for the events in the largest group (twelve events) was 0.036, compared to
0.094 for body wave magnitudes, mb(P; tele) based on world wide teleseismic P wave
data. Furthermore, the standard deviation of mb(Lg;NET) for the 12 events was smaller
than that of any other station mb(Lg). The reduced standard deviation for the network Lg
magnitude indicates independence among station Lg magnitudes. This is in contrast to the
Lg amplitudes at the local network near Nevada Test Site, studied by Patton (1988), who
found the they lacked independence from station to station.

RMS magnitudes based on time windows other than on that for the Lg phase, including
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Figure 25: Station site amplifications calculated from the path corrections and the
amplitude distance curves for the different phases. The vertical scaling in
each bar-chart is in magnitude units.
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the initial P phase, the P coda, and the S and its coda, were also calculated and analyzed.
The results for RMS coda, with regard to consistency, were quite similar to those of RMS
Lg. This implies small scatter in RMS S coda values which in turn might indicate that the
high stability of the RMS Lg amplitudes obtained here and demonstrated in several other
cases (see e.g., Hansen, et al., 1990) could be a result of averaging amplitudes over a long
time window. The necessity of this averaging involving the Lg wave is not clear. From the
point of view of signal-to-noise ratio, a time window for the Lg phase is preferable for
many paths. However, RMS amplitudes were generally somewhat larger for S coda than
for Lg at seven of the nine stations analyzed here. One would therefore expect that magni-
tudes could be obtained for explosions with somewhat smaller yields using S coda than Lg
at these stations, provided they have similar scaling with yield.

The standard errors for the P phase and the P coda were about 75-50% larger than those of
the Lg, and the station magnitude residuals for these two types of magnitude appeared
only weakly correlated with those of Lg. This may be utilized to improve the accuracy of
magnitude estimates by combining magnitude types with independent residuals. As the
standard errors for P and P coda are significantly larger than that for Lg, the reduction in
standard error from a combination of measurements with a weighting scheme will only be
marginal. The ratios of RMS amplitudes for different phases like P coda/Lg had a very
small variation from explosion to explosion. The median (over stations) of the standard
deviations for the ratios of P coda/Lg and S coda/Lg were 0.08 and 0.04 respectively. The
stability of these ratios suggest that work on seismic discrimination problems other than
yield estimation might benefit from employing RMS amplitudes rather than the standard
practice of using maximum amplitudes.
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Analysis of Historical Seismograms - RMS Lg
Magnitudes, Yields, and Depths of Explosions at the
Semipalatinsk Test Range

Hans Israelsson

Abstract
Magnitudes, mb(Lg), based on RMS amplitudes of Lg-waves recorded at 9 internal Soviet
stations for 83 underground nuclear explosions at the Semipalatinsk test range were ana-
lyzed. Network magnitudes based on a combination of station magnitudes were formed as
weighted averages over the station magnitudes after adjusting for variations among station
magnitudes in scaling with source strength. Combining the station magnitudes into net-
work magnitudes, although the numbers of stations were small (less than six), appeared to
reduce scatter in magnitude-yield relations. The correlation between network mb(Lg) and
announced explosion yields was very high and mb(Lg) closely approximated simple pro-

portionality with the logarithm of yield throughout the yield interval 2-165 kt. The error of
misfit was about 0.04 m.u. excluding data for the explosion on 72/08/16 (8 kt at 139 m),

the yield of which appeared high compared to mb(Lg). The close correlation between net-
work mb(Lg) and explosion yield together with the fact that several of the explosions were
not at scaled depths, indicates that mb(Lg) may not be critically dependent on depth of

burial, at least for depth ranges within a factor of two.

Introduct" .a
Estimating the yield of underground nuclear explosions has been a central issue for seis-
mological verification research. Seismic yield estimation has traditionally been based on

magnitudes of P waves, mb(P), in spite of the sensitivity of these waves to structure. Over

the last decade considerable efforts have been made to annul this disadvantage. Mean-
while, a major step forward was taken by the introduction of magnitudes from Lg waves,

mb(Lg), which subsequently have established themselves as perhaps the single most pre-

cise seismic method for yield estimation. Although their first description in the seismolog-
ical literature was fairly recent (Press and Ewing, 1952), what is now called Lg waves
was, as Baker (1970) points out, presumably used for calculation of magnitudes on the

original scale devised by Richter (1935).

Thus being employed implicitly in the very first magnitude determinations, it was not until
much later that magnitudes were defined explicitly from Lg waves. For example, using

data from underground nuclear explosions in the U.S., Baker (1970) developed a method
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to determine Lg magnitudes and found that they had less scatter than P wave magnitudes.

In a series of papers Nuttli (1986ab, 1987, 1988) and Ringdal (1983) with co-workers
(Ringdal and Hokland, 1987; Ringdal and Fyen, 1988; Ringdal and Marshall, 1989;
Hansen et al. 1990) defined and applied Lg magnitudes directly to the yield estimation
problem. Nuttli's approach was based on classical seismological measurements from stan-
dard analog recordings at local and regional distances, whereas Ringdal and co-workers
drew upon modem high-quality digital array technology using data at teleseismic and
regional distances.

In this note the analysis of Lg waves for yield estimation includes elements of both Nutt-
li's and Ringdal's approaches: Nuttli's, because the data were originally obtained by con-
ventional analog recordings at a network of single stations, and Ringdal's, because the
analog recordings were converted to digital form, albeit of limited quality, and also
because we employ a quantification of Lg wave energy much along the lines of Ringdal's
magnitude definition.

More specifically we calculate and analyze mb(Lg) based on hand digitized recordings at
nine seismological stations in the U.S.S.R. from nuclear explosions at the Semipalatinsk
Test Range, STR. The emphasis of this paper is on the precision of mb(Lg), its relationship
with explosion yield, and its sensitivity to shot depth and to local geology.

Data
The map in Figure 26 shows the relative locations of the seismological stations and the
STR. The major tectonic components of the area traversed by the paths between the sta-
tions and STR are also outlined (After Zonenshain et al. 1991). Only a few of the paths
cross predominantly platform areas, whereas most of them traverse the presumably more
complex Central Asiatic orogenic belt and the Kazakhstan accretionary continent. The
array stations NORSAR, (NAO), and Grafenberg, (GRF), are also marked on the map in
Figure 26, as mbLg) data from the two arrays are used as -, reference and for comparisons.

Locations, times, and mb(P) for the explosions reported by ISC are listed in Table 11,
which includes data for 83 explosions distributed throughout the STR: 55 at Balapan, 22 at
Degelen, and 6 in the Murzhik area. Three of the explosions in Table 11, on 72/12/10, 77/
10/29, and 78/08/29, were double events consisting of one explosion at Degelen and one
at Balapan set off within 5 to 10 s. This means that recordings from such a double event
will have interfering Lg waves. The two explosions of the double event on 77/10/29 had
similar magnitudes, mb(P), whereas for the other double events the mb(P) of the Degelen
explosion was much smaller than that of the Balapan event. For the sake of simplicity, the
double events are considered single events in this analysis, and only the explosion at Bala-
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Figure 26: Map showing the relative locations of the Semipalatinsk Test Range (STR),

marked with an asterisk, and the seismological stations indicated by their

codes. The lines between STR and the stations correspond approximately to

Lg wave paths. The dotted contours outline the boundaries of major tectonic

components (After Zonenshain et al., 1991).
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Table 11: Explosions

Date Time Lat (N) Lon (E) mb Site

66/02/13 04:58:00.0 50.000 78.000 Degelen

66/03/20 05:49:57.8 49.720 78.070 6.0 Degelen

66/05/07 03:57:58.2 49.740 77.950 4.8 Degelen

68/09/29 03:42:57.8 49.820 78.180 5.8 Degelen

69/07/23 02:46:58.0 49.880 78.230 5.4 Degelen

69/11/30 03:32:57.3 49.940 78.980 6.0 Balapan SW

69/12/28 03:46:57.8 49.980 77.790 5.7 Murzhik

71/04/25 03:32:57.9 49.766 78.081 5.9 Degelen

71/06/06 04:02:57.3 49.977 77.740 5.5 Murzhik

71/06/19 04:03:57.7 49.966 77.724 5.4 Murzhik

71/10/09 06:02:57.2 49.986 77.687 5.3 Murzhik

71/10/21 06:02:57.5 50.004 77.631 5.5 Murzhik

71/12/30 06:20:57.9 49.750 78.100 5.7 Degelen

72/02/10 05:02:57.6 50.024 78.942 5.4 Balapan NE

72/03/28 04:21:57.4 49.738 78.160 5.1 Degelen

72/08/16 03:16:57.5 49.774 78.132 5.0 Degelen

72/09/02 08:56:57.3 49.884 77.603 4.9 Murzhik

72/11/02 01:26:57.8 49.914 78.848 6.1 Balapan SW

*72/12/10 04:27:07.6 49.966 78.946 6.0 Balapan NE

73/07/23 01:22:57.7 49.936 78.854 6.1 Balapan NE

73/12/14 07:46:57.1 50.026 79.016 5.8 Balapan NE

74/12/27 05:46:56.8 49.908 79.053 5.6 Balapan NE

75/02/20 05:32:57.7 49.756 78.094 5.7 Degelen

75/06/08 03:26:57.6 49.752 78.080 5.5 Degelen

75/12/25 05:16:57.2 50.018 78.863 5.7 Balapan NE
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Table 11: Explosions

Date Time Lat (N) Lon (E) mb Site

76/08/28 02:56:57.6 49.948 78.980 5.8 Balapan NE

77/03/29 03:56:57.8 49.790 78.154 5.4 Degelen

77/09/05 03:02:57.8 50.048 78.929 5.8 Balapan NE

"*77/10/29 03:07:03.0 50.056 78.866 5.6 Balapan NE

77/11/30 04:06:57.6 49.934 78.894 6.0 Balapan NE

78/03/26 03:56:57.7 49.713 78.065 5.6 Degelen

78/06/11 02:56:57.8 49.879 78.814 5.9 Balapan SW

78/07/28 02:46:57.8 49.732 78.152 5.7 Degelen

*78/08/29 02:37:06.4 49.984 79.017 5.9 Balapan NE

78/11/04 05:05:57.5 50.028 78.976 5.6 Balapan NE

79/06/23 02:56:59.0 49.886 78.916 6.2 Balapan SW

79/07/07 03:46:57.5 50.048 79.063 5.8 Palapan NE

79/08/04 03:56:57.2 49.860 78.942 6.1 Balapan SW

79/08/18 02:51:57.3 49.928 78.981 6.1 Balapan SW

79/10/28 03:16:57.0 49.961 79.068 6.0 Balapan NE

79/12/23 04:56:57.6 49.925 78.796 6.2 Balapan SW

80/05/22 03:56:57.8 49.750 78.107 5.5 Degelen

80/06/12 03:26:57.7 49.954 79.055 5.6 Balapan NE

80/09/14 02:42:39.3 49.936 78.863 6.2 Balapan SW

80/10/12 03:34:14.2 49.937 79.104 5.9 Balapan NE

80/12/14 03:47:06.5 49.867 78.967 5.9 Balapan SW

80/12/27 04:09:08.5 50.008 79.026 5.9 Balapan NE

81/03/29 04:03:50.1 49.979 79.016 5.6 Balapan NE

81/04/22 01:17:11.4 49.870 78.896 6.0 Balapan SW

81/09/13 02:17:18.4 49.890 78.976 6.1 Balapan SW
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Table 11: Explosions

Date Time Lat (N) Lon (E) mb Site

81/10/18 03:57:02.7 49.876 78.885 6.1 Balapan SW

81/11/29 03:35:08.8 49.848 78.850 5.7 Balapan NE

81/12/27 03:43:14.2 49.895 78.859 6.2 Balapan SW

82/02/19 03:56:11.1 49.826 78.125 5.4 Degelen

82/04/25 03:23:05.5 49.871 78.917 6.1 Balapan SW

82/12/05 03:37:12.7 49.890 78.860 6.1 Balapan SW

82/12/26 03:35:14.4 50.061 79.049 5.7 Balapan NE

83/06/12 02:36:43.7 49.905 78.967 6.1 Balapan SW

83/10/06 01:47:06.8 49.909 78.827 6.0 Balapan SW

83/10/26 01:55:05.0 49.887 78.901 6.1 Balapan SW

83/12/26 04:29:07.0 49.835 78.205 5.6 Degelen

84/03/07 02:39:06.4 49.999 78.987 5.7 Balapan NE

84/04/15 03:17:09.3 49.686 78.141 5.7 Degelen

84/04/25 01:09:03.7 49.911 78.913 6.0 Balapan SW

84/05/26 03:13:12.5 49.925 79.030 6.1 Balapan NE

84/07/14 01:09:10.5 49.852 78.921 6.2 Balapan SW

84/10/27 01:50:10.7 49.917 78.829 6.2 Balapan SW

84/12/02 03:19:06.5 49.946 79.032 5.9 Balapan NE

84/12/16 03:55:02.8 49.884 78.824 6.1 Balapan SW

84/12/28 03:50:10.9 49.826 78.710 6.0 Balapan SW

85/02/10 03:27:07.7 49.865 78.839 5.9 Balapan SW

85/07/20 00:53:14.8 49.916 78.803 6.0 Balapan SW

87/02/26 04:58:22.1 49.800 78.104 5.4 Degelen

87/04/03 01:17:08.1 49.874 78.812 6.2 Balapan SW

87/05/06 04:02:05.8 49.803 78.110 5.6 Degelen
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Table 11: Explosions

Date Time Lat (N) Lon (E) mb Site

87/06/06 02:37:07.1 49.803 78.089 5.4 Degelen

87/07/17 01:17:07.1 49.769 78.100 5.8 Degelen

87/12/13 03:21:04.9 49.930 78.820 6.1 Balapan SW

87/12/27 03:05:04.9 49.820 78.730 6.1 Balapan SW

88/02/13 03:05:06.0 49.930 78.910 6.1 Balapan SW

88/04/03 01:33:05.9 49.870 78.920 6.0 Balapan SW

88/05/04 00:57:06.8 49.890 78.760 6.1 Balapan SW

88/09/14 03:59:57.6 49.810 78.800 6.1 Balapan SW

pan are listed in Table 11 for each of the three double events.

Basic information about the 11 Soviet stations is given in Table 12 . The stations are
located at epicentral distances ranging from about 6 to 35 degrees from the STR. Apart
from CHS, TLY, and TUP, they are all part of the Unified Seismic Observation System
(Kondorskaya and Aranovich., 1978). The waveforms analyzed here were recorded in
general with the standard vertical component CKM-3 seismometer. However, most of the
data for station NVS were obtained with a broadband instrument, SKD. Periods and
damping of a given type of seismometer - SKM-3 or SKD - with associated galvanometer
differ somewhat among the stations resulting in differences among the magnification
curves (see Figure 27). Since the recordings were obtained over the course of more than
20 years, these parameters change with time as well. Two kinds of instrument calibrations,
daily and annual, were available for the waveform data. A daily calibration includes the
maximum magnification, V(daily), and the period range in which the magnification stays
above 90% of V(daily). This is clearly not sufficient to uniquely reconstruct the magnifica-
tion curve as a function of frequency. By contrast, an annual calibration gives instrument
parameters from which the magnification curve can be constructed in its entirety. The
maximum magnification can be calculated from this curve; we denote the maximum
obtained in this manner, V(annual). For most of the data there is close agreement between
V(daily) and V(annual), but in some instances (indicated with brackets in Table 14) the
difference is larger than 10%, which corresponds to about 0.04 m.u. (magnitude unit). It is
not known which type of calibration - daily or annual - is the most accurate one.

Photo copies of the analog recording were hand digitized according to a procedure
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Figure 27: Magnification curves for the Soviet seismological stations. The curve for

NAG (relative digital counts/micron) has been included for comparison. The

frequency band 0.6-3.0 Hz, used in the calculations of RMS Lg amplitudes,

is also marked.
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Table 12: Stations

Distance
Code Name Lat.(N) Long.(E) (degrees)

APA Apatity 67.55 33.33 28.37

ARU Arti 56.40 58.60 13.43

BOD Bodaybo 57.85 114.18 22.53

CHS Chusal 39.10 70.77 11.91

FRU Frunze 42.83 74.62 7.38

GRF Grafenberg 49.69 11.20 42.30

NAO NORSAR 60.82 10.83 38.4

NRI Norilsk 69.40 88.10 20.24

NVS Novosibirsk 54.90 83.30 6.01

OBN Obninsk 55.10 36.60 25.55

TLY Talaya 51.68 103.63 16.24

TUP Tupik 54.43 119.90 25.79

UZH Uzhgorod 48.63 22.30 35.76

described by Chiburis et al. (1980). Kemerait et al. (1981) suggested that this procedure
gives satisfactory results from 0 out to at least 3-4 Hz.

Examples of waveforms are given in Figure 28, which shows recordings typical of the 11
stations plotted as a function of epicentral distance. The group velocity window 3.1-3.7
km/s representing the low and high end of the normal range for Lg waves is also marked
in the record section. Lg waves are the dominant feature of the waveforms at distances less
than about 20 degrees. At greater distances most stations lack clearly developed maximum
amplitudes, but the coda level in the group velocity window of Lg is still well above the
ambient noise at the stations. As there are no explosions with waveforms available at all
stations, the record section in Figure 28 had to be composed of data from several explo-
sions. The distribution of waveforms over stations and over explosions is, in fact, highly
variable, as can be seen in Table 14 from the distribution of calculated station magnitudes
(see below). The most recordings were available for station OBN (in all 66). Because of
the limited number of available waveforms and because of uncertainties about the instru-
ment responses, data for the two stations CHS and FRU were not included in the subse-
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quent analysis. Altogether 222 waveforms from 83 explosions distributed over 9 stations
were used in the analysis.

RMS Lg amplitudes were computed using the group velocity window 3.1 - 3.7 km/s. In

order to account for differences and temporal variations in instrument responses the calcu-
lated amplitudes had to be normalized to a common instrument: that of the SKM-3 seis-
mometer at OBN for 1988. This normalization was carried out in the frequency domain
for computational convenience.

Each calculated Lg trace amplitude was also compensated for background noise as sug-
gested by Ringdal and Hokland (1987). The noise correction was based on a noise window
of about 2 minutes immediately preceding the visually measured P onset.

The data were band pass filtered from 0.6 to 3.0 Hz (using three pole Butterworth filter) to

be consistent with the definition used by Ringdal (1983) and Hansen et al. (1990). As
Hansen et al. (1990) reported in their study, the choice of frequency band and time win-
dow is, not critical with regard to signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, to standard error, and to other
characteristics of mb(Lg) relevant to yield estimation, as long as the main part of the Lg
wave energy is captured. A group velocity window was chosen to integrate the Lg energy
rather than a time window of fixed length as used by Ringdal (1983) and Hansen et al.
(1990) because of the large range in epicentral distances from the STR to the stations (Cf.
Table 12). With a two minute window centered around a group velocity of 3.5 km/s, there
would be interference with the S phase and its coda at shorter epicentral distances.

Although RMS amplitudes and mb(Lg) were formally calculated for all available wave-
forms, some data were not in used in the analysis for one or more of the following reasons:
poor SNR, signal interference, or uncertainties in instrument responses.

The reliability of the RMS amplitudes, although corrected for noise, depend on the signal-

to-noise ratio. Hansen (1990) suggested that a SNR of 1.5 is the lower limit for reliable
estimates of mb(Lg) at single stations. Here we formally calculated RMS Lg amplitudes if
the SNR > 1.1, SNR defined as the RMS Lg amplitude uncorrected for noise over the
noise RMS amplitude.

Interference from signals of other events may cirrupt the RMS amplitudes used to mea-

sure the Lg wave energy of the explosions. Therefore, when signal interference was
observed, the recordings were also removed from the analysis. Such cases included the
recording for OBN 87/07/17 with a local high frequency signal interfering with the signal
from the explosion and the two recordings at APA and UZH of the explosion on 87/05/06,

for which large teleseismic P waves interfered with the Lg waves (from an mb(ISC) = 6.5
earthquake at Andreaof Island, 51.26 N and 179.88 W).
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Annual instrument calibrations were not available, or could not be inferred from compari-
sons with record magnification data for 10 of the waveforms. For example, the two record-
ings at OBN on 77/09/05 and on 77/0329 were not used as the period range of the records
was 1.10-1.50 s which is significantly different from the standard range about 0.6-1.0 s for
this station. It, thus, appears that they were recorded with instruments different from the
standard SKM-3.

Calculation of RMS mb/Lg)

The calculated RMS amplitudes, corrected for maximum magnification and converted to a
logarithmic scale were used to calculate station magnitudes at station j for explosion i with
the simple formula: mj (RMS;Lg) = rmsij + Cj. The normalization term defined as

Cj = 1/n. - (rms51 - miNAO (RMS;Lg) ) , where n is the number of stations, shifts the
logarithm of the amplitude to a traditional mb scale. The normalization was limited to Bal-
apan events with mb(Lg) at NAO being in the range 5.75-6.10. Calculated normalization
terms are listed in Table 13 and station mb(Lg) are listed in Table 14.

Table 13: Corrections Relative to mb(Lg) At NAO

Station Correction

APA -6.50

ARU -5.129 0.038

BOD -5.893 0.026

NRI -6.122 0.085

NVS -4.204 0.086

OBN -5.937 0.032

TLY -5.614 0.064

TUP -6.288 0.092

UZH -6.269 0.070
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In spite of the removal of data with poor SNR, uncertainties in instrument characteristics,
or corrupted by interfering signals, there are still some mb(Lg) that appear anomalous.

In order to identify possible outliers, mb(Lg) magnitudes were compared with RMS mag-
nitudes obtained at the NORSAR array for STR events (Ringdal and Marshall, 1989). The
NAO magnitudes were in all likelihood obtained with accurate calibrations. Furthermore,
as they represent average values over the NORSAR array, one would expect them to be

subject to less scatter than single station magnitudes.

We applied a least median of squared regression to magnitudes at pairs of stations. This
means that we estimated the slope and the intercept of the linear relation between such
magnitudes by minimizing the median of the squared residuals. Furthermore, the residuals
were defined as the orthogonal distances to the estimated line, rather than the standard
"vertical" distance along the y-coordinate axis. That is to say, we assume errors with equal
standard deviations for the two types of magnitudes in the regression. This is a generaliza-
tion of the standard least median of squares regression (Rousseuw, 1984).

The median of the absolute value of a Gaussian variable with zero mean and unit standard
deviation is about 0.673 (from a random number generator). Each data point with an
orthogonal residual greater than 3 times the median of the absolute value of the residuals
divided by 0.673 was classified as an outlier at a level of approximately 3 standard devia-
tions.

This is illustrated by the examples in Figure 29 comparing mb(Lg) at NAO with those of
ARU, OBN, TLY, and UZH. Data points that were identified as outliers by this procedure
are marked as circles. The data points for 71/06/06 and 77/09/05 of OBN are clearly outli-
ers, whereas the data point for the event 88/04/03 of ARU appears much less conspicuous.

The procedure was applied to data for stations NAO, ARU, OBN, TLY, and UZH, which
all have more than 10 observations for the explosions in Table 11. In this process magni-
tudes for 7 waveforms, listed in Table 15, were classified as outliers. In addition, three
waveforms at NRI and TUP had large station residuals and were included in Table 15. The
table gives the value of the mb(Lg) residual relative to NAO. For two events with no NAO
data available, 77/10/29 and 71/12/30, other stations are used as a reference. Negative and
positive residuals indicate anomalously low and high mb(Lg) values, respectively. The
table also includes the ratio V(daily)/V(annual) and the SNR. Both of these ratios appear
within the normal range. Finally, the table also gives the ratio of the noise amplitude/
median noise value. The median noise value was calculated from all available waveforms
for a given station. Figure 30 compares the noise ratios with the magnitude residuals and
except for OBN on 69/11/30 and UZH on 71/12/30 there seems to be a correlation in the
data. This would indicate that the calibration corrections that were applied may have
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erence mb(Lg) at NAO. Outlying data points are marked with circles and the
associated date of the explosion. Dotted lines represent equal magnitudes,
and filled lines were estimated with the Kummel-York approach introduced
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Table 15: Outlier Data

Date Sta Resid Seismo. V(daily)/ noise/ SNR
and ref. V(annual) median(noise)

69/11/30 OBN -0.172 NAO SKM-3 1.04 1.68 10.3

71/06/06 OBN 0.326 NAO SKM-3 1.00 1.99 16.9

71/12/30 UZH 0.426 OBN SKM-3 1.00 0.56 2.6

77/09/05 UZH -0.224 NAO SKM-3 0.93 0.65 7.8

77/10/29 OBN 0.259 ARU SKM-3 1.03 2.46 9.6

80/10/12 UZI-I -0.296 NAO SKM-3 0.92 0.81 5.7

81/10/18 NRI -0.294 NAO SKM-3 1.00 0.86 24.4

84/07/14 TUP -0.274 NAO SKM-3 1.02 0.67 30.0

85/02/10 TUP 0.106 NAO SKM-3 1.02 1.09 24.7

88/04/03 ARU -0.125 NAO SKM-32 1.00* 0.69 332.4

caused the outlying data points.

Scatter in RMS mb(Lg)
Earlier studies have demonstrated the consistency and stability of station mb(Lg) by com-
paring magnitudes obtained at two stations from the same explosions and by estimating a

linear relation between the two types of magnitudes and the associated misfit error. It is
then usually assumed that the standard deviations in the two station magnitudes are equal.
As we were comparing station magnitudes obtained at an array, NAO, and at single sta-
tions with possible differences in calibration accuracy, we estimated the standard devia-

tions for the stations from station magnitude differences. As mb(Lg) may scale differently
with source strength from station to station, (i.e., the mb(Lg) may not increase at the same
rate with increasing source strength at all stations) we first estimate source scaling.

Figure 29 shows mb(Lg) at NAO plotted against those at ARU, OBN, TLY, and UZH and
Figure 30 shows the magnitudes at OBN against those ot the other statinns.

The scatter diagrams in Figures 29 and 31 also give estimated slopes and misfit errors on
the assumption of equal standard deviations for both types of station magnitudes, and esti-
mated by so called Kummel-York fitting as introduced by Ericsson (1971) for seismic
yield estimation. This fitting allows for differences in standard deviations of the station
magnitudes, but their ratio rrust be known and here is assumed to be equal to 1. Estimated
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slopes, intercepts, and standard deviations of OBN magnitudes are listed in Table 16. The

Table 16: Estimated Slopes and Intercepts Relative to OBN

Station Slope Intercept Misfit Error No. of Obs.

ARU 1.144 0.032 -0.850 0.188 0.039 0.004 36

BOD 0.898 0.045 0.617 0.255 0.043 0.015 10

NRI 0.964 0.076 0.297 0.436 0.043 0.023 9

NVS 0.982 0.058 0.111 0.320 0.0480.019 10

TLY 1.041 0.068 -0.261 0.404 0.040 0.009 16

UZH 0.847 0.056 0.941 0.322 0.0470.013 26

estimated standard deviations of slopes and intercepts (from Reed, 1989) are also given in
the table, along with standard errors of the standard deviations estimated from simulations
with a random number generator (Israelsson, 1992).

As mentioned earlier, one should expect the error in mb(Lg) for arrays to be smaller than
for single stations. As the accuracy of the calibrations applied for the calculations of the
mb(Lg) may also vary among the stations, this would result in differences in the scatter of
the stations mb(Lg). Assuming the mb(Lg) to be independent measurements, we estimate
approximate standard errors of the station mb(Lg) using the following procedure. Let mij
denote the mb(Lg) at station j for explosion i, and let aj be the standard deviation of the
station magnitudes mij. In the preceding paragraph we estimated linear relations between
pairs of station magnitudes: mj = wjfO) + dmj/dnk mk where mfi'O) denotes the intercept
and dnj/dmk the slope, with regard to reference station k--OBN (see Table 16). From the
station magnitude differences:Amijk = mij - (mjiO) +dmj/dnk mik) we form the over deter-
mined system of equations (for j,k= NAO, GRF, ARU, OBN, TLY, UZH):

I (Amijk- Amijk) 2/Y (8iJ" i*ik - 1) = o2 + (dmj/dmk) 2. o2

where Bij and 8ik denote weights equal to I if data available and 0 otherwise. Table 17
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Table 17: Estimated Standard Errors of Station mb(Lg)

Station a

ARU 0.035±0.018

BOD 0.065*

GRF 0.033 0.025

NAO 0.027±0.025

NRI 0.093*

NVS 0.087*

OBN 0.038±0.022

TLY 0.052.024

UZH 0.085±0.029

* - estimate obtained from adjusting
ratio of standard deviations in Kum-
mel-York fitting with OBN data

summarizes the standard deviations, ay, estimated from the least -squares solution of the
system of equations. The standard deviations in Table 17 for stations BOD, NRI, and NVS
were obtained by applying the Kummel model to data for each one of the stations to
events common with station OBN and adjusting the ratio of the two standard deviations so
that the estimated value for OBN agreed with that obtained from the system of equations
above. There are clear differences among the a values for the stations; NAO has the small-
est standard deviation of 0.033 which is about half the estimated value for UZH. The
Kummel-York results in Table 16 were based on ratios of standard deviations in Table 17
for stations OBN, ARU, TLY, and UZH.

A systematic bias between mb(P) and mb(Lg) was previously identified by Ringdal and
Marshall (1989) for explosion in the Northeastern and Southwestern portions of the Bala-
pan area of the STR. Ringdal and Marshall (1989) reported that the magnitude difference,
mb(P) - mb(Lg), was consistently 0.15 magnitude unit larger for events in the SW portion.
The mb(P) magnitudes were based on teleseismic P amplitudes recorded by a global net-
work. Not entirely ruling out the possibility of a systematic bias in mb(Lg) between the
two portions of Balapan, Ringdal and Marshall (1989) suggested that the anomaly is more
likely a result of systematic differences in the P recordings due to strong focusing effects
in the upper mantle.
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Jih (1990) suggested, on the other hand, that the bias reflects syst'!matic differences in the
relative excitation of P and Lg waves between events in SW and NE Balapan.

In Figure 32a we have plotted mb(Lg) differences, mb(Lg~j)-mb(Lg;k), between stations j
and k for Balapan events. No systematic bias between events in the SW and NE portions
can be seen from these data. In Figure 32b we have also plotted magnitude differences,
mb(P~j) - mb(LgNAO), for four stations, (EKA, MOX, MAT, and STU), at different azi-
muths from STR. The mb(P) values were obtained from station reports to ISC. The differ-
ences involving mb(P) have much larger scatter than those with mb(Lg) in Figure 32a.
What is more, they are also in agreement with the observation by Ringdal and Marshall
(1989) showing a bias between the SW and NE portions of Balapan. From the data in Fig-
ure 32b, this bias appears to depend on station: it is almost 0.4 m.u. for EKA and some-
what less than 0 for MAT. Variation in radiated P waves, as Ringdal and Marshall (1989)
suggested, may cause the observed mb(P)-mb(Lg) bias across Balapan. The data in Figure
32b indicate that this bias is strongly directional.

Network Magnitudes, Yield, and Depth
The station magnitudes at the Soviet stations were combined into a network mb(Lg), from
the least squares solution of a standard additive model. Magnitudes at stations ARU,
BOD, NRI, NVS, TLY, and UZH were converted to an "OBN" scale using the estimated
linear relations in Table 16, and the equations in the over-determined system were
weighted with the inverses of the estimated variances in Table 17. The resulting network
magnitudes are listed in Table 14, together with estimated standard errors.

Magnitude-Yield Relationships

Figure 33 shows mb(Lg) plotted against announced explosion yields (Bocharov et al.,
1989) for the network, OBN, and NAO. Except for the event on 72/08/16, the data are
nearly linear. Compared to a maximum likelihood mb(P) for a world-wide network, the
yield of the explosion on 72/08/16 appears high. However, as pointed out earlier, there are
uncertainties in the instrument calibrations which might have caused an anomalous
mb(Lg) for this event. On the other hand, the methods used to determine the announced
yields have not been described in the literature, nor has the yield accuracy been specified.
However well the explosion yields may be determined with observations near the source,
independent of seismological measurements, they are bound to have some errors. If noth-
ing else, the numerical accuracy with which they are given seems to be limited by round-
ing errors; yields less than and greater than 50 kt seem to be given to the nearest kt and to
the nearest 5 kt, respectively. Figure 34 shows the standard deviation (on a logarithmic
scale) of such rounding errors as a function of explosion yield obtained by a random num-
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sion yield, and filled lines were estimated with the Kummel-York approach
introduced by Ericsson (1971) for seismic yield estimation; estimated slopes,

misfit errors (SIGMA), and number of observations are also given.
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ber generator. Below 10 kt the standard deviation is a few hundredths of a magnitude unit,
which is comparable to the mb(Lg) standard errors, but still too small to account for the
anomalous data of the 72/08/16 event.

Therefore, it is not obvious from the data whether this outlier is caused by instrumental
errors (affecting the magnitude or the yield calculations) or is the result of seismological
effects, such as anomalous coupling of yield into Lg waves at the source. In the former
case, it would be reasonable to remove the data point when estimating a linear relation,
while in the latter case the data point has to be included.

We assume that the errors of the announced explosion yields are small compared to mag-
nitude errors so that linear regression can be used to estimate a linear relationship between
the logarithm of the yield, W, and mb(Lg). The type of regression we choose for this pur-
pose depends on whether the 72/08/16 event is used in the estimation or not.

Let us first look at the case where this event is omitted. Then, a standard least squares
regression gives: mb(Lg) = 0.79 W + 4.39. It is reasonable to assume that the magnitude
errors are Gaussian with a standard deviation of 0.049 obtained from the residuals of the
estimated line. This means that the standard error of yields estimated from mb(Lg) and this
linear relation is about 0.06&=(0.049/0.79), corresponding to about 15% uncertainty. This
uncertainty in yield is, however, a lower bound estimate, since we cannot ignore the uncer-
tainties in the estimated slope and intercept (the 95% confidence intervals (0.770,0.837)
and (4.278,4.593), respectively, obtained by bootstrapping; Tibshirani, 1989).

To estimate a linear relation based on all data points; i.e., including the 72/08/16 event, we
employ linear regression based on the least median residual and obtain: mb(Lg) = 0.82 W
+ 4.36. This estimation method gives identical results regardless whether or not the outlier
is included in the estimation. The magnitude errors, which can no longer be considered
Gaussian, are all small, except for the outlier which has a residual from the estimated line
of -0.14 m.u. If the explosion and magnitude data, including the outlier, are indeed typical
of tests at Semipalatinsk, this large residual (corresponding to about 50%) would have to
be considered in the assessment of mb(Lg) as a yield estimator. To these errors we need to
add the uncertainties in the estimated slope and intercept with 95% confidence intervals
(0.584,0.821) and (4.508,4.594) respectively.

The estimated linear relations for the two cases above are based on the assumption that the
yields are error free. If we assume that errors in explosion yields and mb(Lg) are equal we
can apply the Kummel-York model (Ericsson, 1971) to estimate a linear relation and the
associated standard deviation. We obtained standard deviations of 0.04 and 0.05 m.u. with
and without the 72/08/16 event. These errors correspond to about 12 and 15% standard
deviation in the relative explosion yield at the one sigma level. This can be compared with
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the 10% uncertainty often quoted for radio-chemical yield estimation methods, a standard
against which seismic techniques sometimes are measured.

Effect of Shot Depth

Although it has been demonstrated that RMS Lg magnitudes from explosions are highly
consistent for a variety of propagation paths and are linearly dependent on explosion yield,
it has been suggested on the basis of theoretical modelling that this type of magnitude can
be quite sensitive to shot depth.

Lilwal, (1988), for example, suggests that the generation of Lg waves can, under some cir-
cumstances, be strongly dependent on the shot depth. This would imply that explosions
with the same yields, set off at different depths, could also have different RMS Lg magni-
tudes. If true, this would complicate seismic yield estimation using the Lg method.

In his theoretical modelling Lilwal (1988) obtained a substantial drop in Lg energy as the
explosion source was moved from 500 to 1500 m depth. Frankel (1990) suggests that this
effect is related to a change in P-wave velocity at the source rather than to a change in
depth per se. Increasing the shot depth increases the P-wave velocity (from 4 to 5 km/s in
the model). If it becomes larger than the S-wave velocity of the upper mantle, the contri-
bution of the P-S conversion, pS, to the generation of the Lg wave is significantly reduced.
Frankel (1990) also finds that as long as the source depth is varied within a single layer,
(i.e., no change in the P-wave velocity), there is little change in the generated Lg energy.
This is in apparent agreement with the data here, as shot depths are less than 1 km and
most velocity models for and near the Semipalatinsk test range, Balapan in particular,
assume a constant P-wave velocity, of about 5 kn/s, in the upper 1 km of the crust (Leith,
1987; Priestley et al., 1988; and Thurber et al. 1989). McLaughlin et al.(1991) modelled
the generation of regional Lg phases and found that a spherically symmetric explosion in a
high velocity medium of the kind at the Semipalatinsk test site is a very poor generator of
Lg-wave energy. As this model was inadequate to explain observed Lg waves, they con-
cluded that deviatoric source components would be required to model the equivalent
source. Non - linear surface interaction would be responsible for this deviatoric source,
which could be represented by an equivalent CLVD source. From calculations of Lg
waveforms from explosions beneath flat and sloping surfaces at different scaled depths,
they also found that Lg waves are a stable yield estimator in spite of the wide range of
depth of burial.

The data announced by Bocharov et al. (1989) are summarized in Figure 35, showing
explosion yield versus shot depth. The data points do not all follow the same scaling law,
although it has been suggested that explosions at Balapan and Murzhik were set off
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Figure 35: Explosion yield plotted against depth of burial for the data published by
Bocharov et al. (1989) for Semipalatinsk. The dotted line was fitted to the
data with an assumed slope of 1/3, and the line 120YI/3A is generally con-

sidered standard depth of burial for U.S. explosions according to McLaugh-
lin et al. (199 1).
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according to a quartic scaling law, i.e., h = y 1/4 where depth is h and Y is yield (Jih, 1990).
Here, however, we assume the more conventional cubic scaling and fit a line through the
data points in Figure 35, thus obtaining the relation: h = 9 0 Y/'3 (with least squares median
regression). The relation h = 120YI/3"4 , generally considered standard depth of burial for
U.S. shots (McLaughlin et al., 1991), is drawn for comparison. According to Adushkin
(private communication, 1991) cube root scaling, h0Y 113, was applied to tests at Semipal-

atinsk, and that the factor hO depended on local geology at the shot point and type of
emplacement, (adit or borehole). It should be noted that the yields used to determine a
suitable depth of burial based on a given depth-yield relation represent the design yields,
which may be different from the actual or measured yields, such as those plotted in Figure
35.

In Figure 36 we compare the depth residuals, on a logarithmic scale, with the magnitude
residuals (relative to explosion yield on a logarithmic scale). No clear correlation can be

seen between the two kinds of residuals, which would suggest that the mb(Lg) may not be
strongly dependent on depth at least for depth varying only by of a factor of two as here.

It should be noted that the data represents a wide range of conditions. Not only are there
differences in shot medium, but there were also differences in emplacement with the
explosions at Degelen being adit shots and explosions at Balapan and Murzhik set off in
boreholes.

Some Concluding Comments
This note has aimed at studying the precision of mb(Lg) from underground nuclear explo-
sions at the Semipalatinsk Test Range, their correlation with explosion yield and possible

effects of shot depth. Compared to previous studies with similar objectives we have been

able to use a more extensive data set, with regard both to the explosions and to the record-
ing stations. Unlike earlier studies, which are largely confined to data from explosions at
the Balapan area of the STR, several events at Degelen as well as Murzhik are included in
this analysis. Also, the explosions span a large yield range, almost two orders of magni-
tude. The propagation paths to the nine seismological stations cover a wide interval of epi-

central distances -local, regional, and teleseismic - and cross a diversity of tectonic

structures.

Being hand digitized from analog recordings the data obviously have a dynamic range and

frequency range smaller than those of digital recordings. Yet, they are sufficiently accurate
to provide a consistent Lg RMS magnitudes comparable to that for modem high quality

stations.

A few outlying station RMS Lg values were found in contrast to previous studies where
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no outliers have been reported. Although instrument calibration errors are a probable fac-
tor, there is still the possibility that seismological effects along the propagation path
caused the outliers. The fact that no outlier has been reported in earlier studies could also
be a result of the limited number of propagation paths and source regions represented by
the data. Whatever the reason may be, the outliers do not appear to be a problem in the cal-
culations of network magnitudes. For a given event an outlier could usually be identified
unequivocally and removed from the calculation of network magnitudes.

We found that the standard errors of the magnitudes vary somewhat among the stations.
The smallest standard error (0.035 for station OBN) is only marginally larger than that of
RMS Lg magnitudes at NAO, which were obtained as site-corrected averages of the mag-
nitudes at the individual NAO sub-arrays. There was no apparent correlation betweet.

standard error and signal-to-noise ratio. It is more plausible that the variation in standard
error among stations be attributed to differences in instrument characteristics at the sta-
tions. Some stations appear to have recording characteristics that change less over time
than others do. The station with the largest standard error, UZH, also appeared to have the
largest variation in instrument characteristics. The estimated standard errors of the station
magnitudes are quite small if we consider that the uncertainty in instrument responses.

Soviet seismologists state that the uncertainty is typically between 5-10%, which corre-
sponds to 0.02-0.04 magnitude units, The contribution of uncertainties in instrument
responses to the magnitude standard deviations cannot, however, be quantified. Therefore,

the calculated standard deviations must be considered as upper bound estimates.

Although the small standard deviation of the RMS Lg magnitudes are encouraging the
implications for yield estimation are difficult to determine exactly from the data analyzed
here. This is mainly due to the fact that, as mentioned earlier, the methods used to deter-
mine the yields published by Bocharov et al. (1989), let alone their accuracy, are not avail-
able. What is more, it is not even clear that these announced yields are independent of

seismological data.

An optimistic interpretation of the magnitude-yield data would disregard the outlier for
the explosion on 72/08/16, the cause of which could not be established, and furthermore
assum~e that the announced yields of the other explosions have errors smaller than or com-
parable to those of the RMS magnitudes. The close correspondence between magnitudes
and yields in this case is, perhaps, somewhat unexpected, since the data represent explo-
sions in not only three distinct, widely separated, subregions of STR but also in different
types of rock - granite, siltstone, quartz porphyroid, sandstone, tuffaceous sandstone, con-
glomerate - and in two types of emplacement, borehole and adit. Furthermore, although
the depth range is limited to a factor of two for explosions of similar yields, significant
effects of shot depth on mb(Lg), as suggested by some theories for wave generation by
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explosive sources, cannot be seen.

This interpretation of mb(Lg) as a highly accurate yield estimator, with its close linear rela-
tion to explosion yield and insensitivity to shot depth, to type of emplacement, and rock
type, becomes untenable if we include the data for the explosion on 72/08/16. The shot
characteristics of this event - adit in granite at 139 m depth - were similar to those of the
explosion on 71/04/25.

Therefore, it is not until the accuracy of the announced data for the explosions becomes
available and the independence of the announced yields on seismic data has been estab-
lished, that it will be possible to assess, with a high degree of confidence, the mb/Lg) as a
yield estimator of explosions in different source conditions. The uncertainty about the
quality of the announced yields renders generalizations difficu't even for explosions with
similar conditions, as illustrated by the data for the explosion on 72/08/16.
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RMS Lg Magnitudes and Path Corrections for U.S.S.R.

Explosions

Hans Israelsson

Abstract
The attenuation of RMS amplitudes of Lg waves for a number of paths across the contigu-
ous U.S.S.R were analyzed from data of hand-digitized recordings of explosions at
Novaya Zemlya and Semipalatinsk. The RMS amplitudes were measured in the 0.6-3.0
Hz frequency band and the 3.1-3.7 km/s group velocity window. The log RMS Lg ampli-
tudes for both Novaya Zemlya and Semipalatinsk events were separated into source, path,
and station terms. The path term included expressions for geometrical spreading (for Airy
phase) and anelastic attenuation. The decay rate of the anelastic term was found to be sta-
ble around an average of 0.0012 per km. This was somewhat surprising due to the variety
of paths between the explosion sites and the stations (distances ranging from about 1000-
4000 kin). The station corrections correlated closely with average ambient noise at the sta-
tions. Announced explosion yields were available for events at Semipalatinsk, and the
slopes of the RMS amplitude/yield curves were close to 1,'.8 for the stations. The consis-
tency of the path and station terms, combined with the assumption of similar source cou-
pling conditions at the two test sites, make it plausible to link the log/yield curve for
Semipalatinsk to the estimated source terms for Novaya Zemlya. Estimates for a suite of
about 10 events with similar strengths were around 50 kt.

Introduction
The recent improved prospects for accurate seismic determinations of yields of under-
ground nuclear explosions rely on two qualities of Lg waves: the high precision of their
RMS amplitude measurements and the close correspondence of these amplitudes with
explosion yield (Hansen et al., 1990). The high precision has been demonstrated by a
remarkable relative consistency of such amplitudes at widely distributed seismological
stations for explosions at a given test site. These qualities notwithstanding, accurate yield
estimates from Lg measurements are limited to calibrated explosions. For example, RMS
Lg amplitudes at a given station from explosions at the same site cannot even provide
accurate relative yields, unless the scaling of the amplitudes with yield (the rate of
increase of amplitudes with increasing yield) can be estimated, i.e., calibrated, from data
of explosions with "known" yields, determined from non-seismic methods near the
sources. The calibration also provides control of the uncertain effects of the fixed path on
the Lg waves between the explosions and the station, as well as possible variation from
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site to site in the coupling of yield into Lg waves.

Defined uniquely for a particular explosion test site and for a fixed station network, the
calibration for one site-station network configuration may, however, not be applicable to
another. In order to estimate yields of explosions at any site in the uncalibrated case, one
has to address, inter alia, the problem of making path corrections for the RMS Lg ampli-
tudes since they are no longer controlled.

To get some insight into the problem of determining yields of explosions at uncalibrated
sites we study, in this report, the attenuation of RMS amplitudes of Lg waves propagating
along a number of paths across the contiguous U.S.S.R. For this purpose we use data that
have become available as a result of the bi-lateral Nuclear Testing Talks. The data consist
of hand-digitized waveforms from recordings at seismic stations located throughout the
western and central parts of the U.S.S.R. of explosions at the major testing grounds near
Semipalatinsk and near the Matochkin Shar at Novaya Zemiya and at four other sites in
the U.S.S.R. A detailed description of these data - explosions, seismological stations, and
waveforms - has been compiled by Israelsson (1991a,b). Announced yields, presumably
independent of seismic information, were available at the Semipalatinsk test range, so that
it could be calibrated. No such information was available for the other five sites, which
were uncalibrated.

Data
The map in Figure 37 shows the relative locations of the seismological stations and the
explosion sites for the data analyzed here. Lines, representing approximate wave paths,
have been drawn between stations and explosion sites for which data were available. The
boundaries of the major tectonic components of the area covered by the wave paths are
also outlined on the map (after Zonenshain, 1991). The Siberian and East European plat-
forms are interposed, in the central part of the map, by the Kazakhstan aceretionary conti-
nent. Sandwiched betwee, dhese three components are the Uralian and Central Asian
orogenic belts. Most wave paths cross a mixture of tectonic structures in various combina-
tions, and there is no wave path purely across a platform structure. For the purpose of dis-
cussion of data for explosions at Azghir (north of the Caspian Sea), the extent of the Peri-
Caspian depression is also indicated on the map (after Zonenshain, 1991b).

Locati,,ns, times, and, body wave magnitudes reported by ISC for all 102 explosions, are
listed in Table 18. The explosions are unevenly distributed among 6 separate sites: Semi-
palatinsk (81), Matochkin Shar at Novaya Zemlya (14), Azghir (4), near Krasino at
Novaya Zemlya (1), near Lake Baikal (1), and in Central Siberia (1). The explosions at the
Semipalatinsk test range are also unevenly distributed among its three subareas: Balapan
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Table 18: Explosions

Date Time LaL(N) Long.(E) mb(ISC) Site

66/03/20 05:49:57.8 49.720 78.070 6.0 Degelen

66/05/07 03:57:58.2 49.740 77.950 4.8 Degelen

68/09129 03:42:57.8 49.820 78.180 5.8 Degelen

69/07/23 02:46:58.0 49.880 78.230 5.4 Degelen

69/11/30 03:32:57.3 49.940 78.980 6.0 Balapan SW

69/12/28 03:46:57.8 49.980 77.790 5.7 Munhik

71/04/25 03:32:57.9 49.766 78.081 5.9 Degelen

71/06/06 04:02:57.3 49.977 77.740 5.5 Murzhik

71/06/19 04:03:57.7 49.966 77.724 5.4 Murzhik

71/10/09 06:02:57.2 49.986 77.687 5.3 Murzhik

71/10/21 06:02:57.5 50.004 77.631 5.5 Murzhik

71/12/22 06:59:56.5 47.903 48.067 6.0 Azghir

71/12/30 06:20:57.9 49.750 78.100 5.7 Degelen

72/02/10 05:02:57.6 50.024 78.942 5.4 Balapan NE

72/03/28 04:21:57.4 49.738 78.160 5.1 Degelen

72/08/16 03:16:57.5 49.774 78.132 5.0 Degelen

72/09/02 08:56:57.3 49.884 77.603 4.9 Murzhik

72/11/02 01:26:57.8 49.914 78.848 6.1 Balapan SW

72/12/10 04:27:07.6 49.966 78.946 6.0 Balapan NE

73/07/23 01:22:57.7 49.936 78.854 6.1 Balapan NE

73/09/27 06:59:58.5 70.804 53.419 5.9 Krasino

73/12114 07:46:57.1 50.026 79.016 5.8 Balapan NE

74/12/27 05:46:56.8 49.908 79.053 5.6 Balapan NE

75/02/20 05:32:57.7 49.756 78.094 5.7 Degelen

75/06/08 03:26:57.6 49.752 78.080 5.5 Degelen

75/12/25 05:16:57.2 50.018 78.863 5.7 Balapan NE

76/07/29 04:59:58.0 47.812 48.101 5.9 Azghir
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Table 18: Explosions

Date '1Ime Lat.(N) Long.(E) mdISC) Site

76/08128 02:56:57.6 49.948 78.980 5.8 Balapan

77/08/10 22:00:01.8 50.948 110.782 5.0 Lake Baikal

77/09/01 02:59:57.8 73.374 54.411 5.7 Matochkin Shar

77/09/05 03:02:57.8 50.048 78.929 5.8 Balapan NE

77/09/30 06:59:55.9 47.849 48.127 5.0 Azghir

77/10/29 03:07:03.0 50.056 78.866 5.6 Balapan NE

77/11/30 04:06:57.6 49.934 78.894 6.0 Balapan NE

78/03/26 03:56:57.7 49.713 78.065 5.6 Degelen

78/06/11 02:56:57.8 49.879 78.814 5.9 Balapan SW

78/07/28 02:46:57.8 49.732 78.152 5.7 Degelen

78/08/09 17:59:58.1 63.653 125.345 5.6 C._Siberia

78/08/10 07:59:57.7 73.314 54.697 5.9 Matochkin Shar

78/08/29 02:37:06.4 49.984 79.017 5.9 Balapan NE

78/09/27 02:04:58.4 73.382 54.441 5.6 Matochkin Shar

78/11/04 05:05:57.5 50.028 78.976 5.6 Balapan NE

79/06/23 02:56:59.0 49.886 78.916 6.2 Balapan SW

79/07/07 03:46:57.5 50.048 79.063 5.8 Balapan NE

79/07/14 04:59:55.2 47.813 48.067 5.6 Azghir

79/08/04 03:56:57.2 49.860 78.942 6.1 Balapan SW

79/08/18 02:51:57.3 49.928 78.981 6.1 Balapan SW

79/09/24 03:29:58.4 73.372 54.578 5.7 Matochkin Shar

79/10/18 07:09:58.5 73.341 54.733 5.8 Matochkin Shar

79/10/28 03:16:57.0 49.961 79.068 6.0 Balapan NE

79/12/23 04:56:57.6 49.925 78.796 6.2 Balapan SW

80/05/22 03:56:57.8 49.750 78.107 5.5 Degelen

80/06/12 03:26:57.7 49.954 79.055 5.6 Balapan NE

80/09/14 02:42:39.3 49.936 78.863 6.2 Balapan SW
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Table 18: Explosions

Date Time Lat.(N) Long.(E) mb(ISC) Site

80/10/11 07:09:57.2 73.361 54.820 5.7 Matochkin Shar

80/10/12 03:34:14.2 49.937 79.104 5.9 Balapan NE

80/12/14 03:47:06.5 49.867 78.967 5.9 Balapan SW

80/12/27 04:09:08.5 50.008 79.026 5.9 Balapan NE

81/03/29 04:03:50.1 49.979 79.016 5.6 Balapan NE

81/04/22 01:17:11.4 49.870 78.896 6.0 Balapan SW

81/09/13 02:17:18.4 49.890 78.976 6.1 Balapan SW

81/10/01 12:14:56.9 73.323 54.554 6.0 Matochkin Shar

81/10/18 03:57:02.7 49.876 78.885 6.1 Balapan SW

81/11/29 03:35:08.8 49.848 78.850 5.7 Balapan NE

81/12/27 03:43:14.2 49.895 78.859 6.2 Balapan SW

82/02/19 03:56:11.1 49.826 78.125 5.4 Degelen

82/04/25 03:23:05.5 49.871 78.917 6.1 Balapan SW

82/10/11 07:14:58.4 73.371 54.342 5.6 Matochkin Shar

82/12/05 03:37:12.7 49.890 78.860 6.1 Balapan SW

82/12/26 03:35:14.4 50.061 79.049 5.7 Balapan NE

83/06/12 02:36:43.7 49.905 78.967 6.1 Balapan SW

83/08/18 16:09:58.6 73.377 54.868 5.9 Matochkin Shar

83/09/25 13:09:57.9 73.349 54.377 5.8 Matochkin Shar

83/10/06 01:47:06.8 49.909 78.827 6.0 Balapan SW

83/10/26 01:55:05.0 49.887 78.901 6.1 Balapan SW

83/12/26 04:29:07.0 49.835 78.205 5.6 Degelen

84/03/07 02:39:06.4 49.999 78.987 5.7 Balapan NE

84/04/15 03:17:09.3 49.686 78.141 5.7 Degelen

84/04/25 01:09:03.7 49.911 78.913 6.0 Balapan SW

84/05/26 03:13:12.5 49.925 79.030 6.1 Balapan NE

84,07/14 01:09:10.5 49.852 78.921 6.2 Balapan SW
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Table 18: Explosions

Date Mime Lat.(N) Long.(E) mgISC) Site

84/10125 06:29:58.1 73.369 54.842 5.8 Matochkin Shar

84/10/27 01:50:10.7 49.917 78.829 6.2 Balapan SW

84/12)02 03:19:06.5 49.946 79.032 5.9 Balapan NE

84/12/16 03:55:02.8 49.884 78.824 6.1 Balapan SW

84/12128 03:50:10.9 49.826 78.710 6.0 Balapan SW

85/02/10 03:27:07.7 49.865 78.839 5.9 Balapan SW

85/07/20 00:53:14.8 . .916 78.803 6.0 Balapan SW

87/02/26 04:58:22.1 49.800 78.104 5.4 Degelen

87/04/03 01:17:08.1 49.874 78.812 6.2 Balapan SW

87/05)06 04:02:05.8 49.803 78.110 5.6 Degelen

87/06/06 02:37:07.1 49.803 78.089 5.4 Degelen

87/07/17 01:17:07.1 49.769 78.100 5.8 Degelen

87/08/02 02:00:00.1 73.346 54.578 5.8 Matochkin Shar

87/12/13 03:21:04.9 49.930 78.820 6.1 Balapan SW

87/12/27 03:05:04.9 49.820 78.730 6.! Balapan SW

88/02/13 03:05:06.0 49.930 78.910 6.1 Balapan SW

88/04/03 01:33:05.9 49.870 78.920 6.0 Balapan SW

88/05/04 00:57:06.8 49.890 78.760 6.1 Balapan SW

88/05/07 22:49:58.3 73.350 54.430 5.9 Matochkin Shar

88/09/14 03:59:57.6 49.810 78.800 6.1 Balapan SW

88/12)04 05:19:53.2 73.380 54.960 5.9 Matochkin Shar

(55), Degelen (20), and Murzhik (6). Yields have been published for 17 of the Semipalat-
insk explosions by Bocharov et al. (1989).

Table 19 lists the 10 seismological stations for which data were analyzed. The table also

gives the epicentral distances between explosion sites and stations. Paths for which no

data were available have their distances within parentheses. There were data available for
28 of the 60 possible paths between the 6 explosion sites and the 10 stations. The epicen-
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Table 19: Seismological Stations

Code Name Lat. Long. DISTANCES_TO
Semi Matoch Azghir Krasino Lake C. Sibe-

kin Shar Baikal ria

APA Apatity 67.55 33.33 28.4 9.2 (21.1) (7.8) (39.8) (34.9)

ARU Arti 56.40 58.60 13.4 17.1 10.7 14.6 (30.8) 32.7

BOD Bodaybo 57.85 114.18 22.6 27.4 (39.6) 27.9 (7.2) (8.0)

CHS Chusal 39.10 70.77 11.9 35.2 (18.6) (33.0) (30.3) (40.2)

NRI Norilsk 69.40 88.10 20.3 11.2 (29.0) (11.8) (21.4) (15.7)

NVS Novosibirsk 54.90 83.30 6.1 21.9 (22.9) 20.6 17.0 22.8

OBN Obninsk 55.10 36.60 25.5 19.8 10.1 17.4 (42.9) (42.4)

TLY Talaya 51.68 103.63 16.3 29.8 (35.3) (29.5) (4.5) (16.6)

TUP Tupik 54.43 119.90 25.8 (32.0) (43.7) (32.5) (6.5) (9.7)

UZH Uzhgorod 48.63 22.30 35.7 28.6 (17.2) (26.6) (53.8) (52.9)

tral distances of the 28 paths range from about 6 to 35 degrees. The 300 available wave-
forms are distributed unevenly among the stations, from 6 at TUP to 80 at OBN. The joint
detailed distribution of waveforms between stations and between explosions is evident
from Table 22 that lists station magnitudes calculated according to the formula described
in this report.

RMS amplitudes for the Lg phase with its coda were calculated according to the definition

used by Israelsson (1991c) for each available waveform. In short, amplitudes were calcu-
lated from the group velocity window 3.1 to 3.7 km/s on traces band-pass filtered between
0.6-3.0 Hz. The trace amplitudes were also corrected for background noise and maximum
instrument magnification. This means that the accuracy of the RMS amplitudes is limited
by the determinations of the instrument magnifications. Although they appear to be largely
consistent, the uncertainty of the magnifications is not precisely known; therefore, some
scatter may be added to the RMS amplitudes by the magnification corrections applied and,
in some instances, the RMS amplitudes may be off more significantly.

Path Terms
For the two test sites near Semipalatinsk and Matochkin Shar there is a comparatively
large number of explosions with associated waveforms available. We take advantage of
this and apply to each of the two sites separately a simple additive model that assumes that
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the RMS amplitudes, rmsvi, (on a logarithmic scale) at stationj, for explosion i, can be sep-
arated into a source term, si, and a path term, pj: rmsij = si + pj + -ij. The error terms, cij,
are assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and equal standard deviations, Y. In order to
solve this system of over-determined equations for the unknown source and path terms we
also have to impose the boundary condition: Ypj = 0, on the path terms. We have also
made the implicit assumption that the RMS amplitudes scale in the same manner at all sta-
tions. Most of the explosions are in a limited magnitude range (see Table 18) and more-
over, results by Israelsson (199 1d) indicate that the stations, with the possible exception of
station BOD, do scale in a similar way. Table 20 lists the estimated path terms for the two

Table 20: Path Terms

Site Station Path Term S.D. Distance (deg.)

nova APA 0.811 0.013 9.222008

nova ARU 0.704 0.015 17.087253

nova BOD -0.208 0.015 27.389851

nova CHS -1.189 0.021 35.191533

nova NRI 0.456 0.000 12.233175

nova NVS -0.019 0.015 21.853268

nova OBN 0.302 0.014 19.795527

nova TLY -0.630 0.020 29.807999

nova UZH 0.230 0.015 28.642143

semi APA -0.708 0.036 28.536833

semi ARU 0.935 0.013 13.739661

semi BOD 0.117 0.026 22.052891

semi NRI -0.135 0.027 20.029040

semi OBN -0.043 0.012 25.921960

semi TLY 0.450 0.017 15.734484

semi TUP -0.249 0.025 25.291461

semi UZH -0.368 0.015 36.169202

sites with associated standard erro.s, and they are shown graphically in Figure 38 as a
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Figure 38: Estimated path corrections plotted as a function of epicentral distance. The
paths are identified by station codes and by "ek" or "nz" for Semipalatinsk
and Novaya Zemlya respectively.
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function of epicentral distance. The estimated standard deviations of the error terms, -i,
were around 0.04. There are not enough data a: the other four explosion sites to apply this
additive model.

The Novaya Zemlya vath term for NRI was obtained for data from the one explosion with
available NRI data by comparing its RMS value to those at other stations (see Israelsson,
1991c).

The path terms decrease quite dramatically with increasing epicentral disiance. There is
considerable scatter around the general trend of amplitude decrease. At first glance the
scatter may appear random, but some regularity can be seen, too. Provided they could both
be estimated, the two path terms at a given station are either above, below, or in the central
part of the general trend. This is particularly striking for station UZH.

Distance Dependence and Station Corrections
We next proceed to examine the path terms; the way they decay with distance an(' their
dependence on the effects at the station sites.

Amplitude decay with distance

It was suggested by Nuttli (1973) that the decay of amplitudes of the Lg phase, A, as a
function of epicentral distance, A, is proportional to: A(A) _ A/ 3(sinA-1/ 2)eYlA. This for-
mula is based on a derivation by Ewing et al. (1957) for amplitudes of the Airy phase for
waves from a uniform point source in a spherical etrth model. According to the formula,
the amplitude decay is a result of geometrical spreading (the first two factors) and non-
geometrical sp-eading (the exponential term) characterized by one single parameter, y (a
rate decay with epicentral distance).

A model for the path terms

It is well-known, that apart froni attenuation with distance, amplitudes of signals and coda
at a given seismological station are also strongly dependent on the local geology at the sta-
tion site. This leads us to issu-nie that the path term can be written as the sum of the above
formula for amplitude attenuation and a staticn correction, C1, to account for local geol-
ogy:

pi = C1 + log(A&l/ 3 (sinA-l/ 2)e-y).

Using this expression for the path terms we go on to estimate the station corrections Cj and
the y value. In so doing vwe note that Nuttli (1986) obtained y values that vere similar
(around 0.001 per kmi) for several paths from Semipalatinsk to stations in Scandinavia.
Therefore, as a starting point, we assume that all paths from a given site, Scmipalatinsk or
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Novaya Zemlya, have the same y value. By calculating the station corrections for sevc¢, o.'
the stations (APA, ARU, BOD, NRI, OBN, TLY, and UZH), which have recorded explo-
sions from both Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya, using different f values (between
0.0008 and 0.0015), we found that the station corrections obtained for the Semipalatinsk
and Novaya Zemlya are quite similar for y = 0.0012, as shown by the comparison in Fig-
ure 39. Even though quite similar, the two corrections obtained independently from the
Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya data for a given station are, of course, not identical.
The two stations corrections show the largest disagreement for UZH having its Novaya
Zemlya correction being 0.14 larger than the one for Semipalatinsk; the standard deviation
obtained from the differences between the two corrections is only about 0.06 magnitude
unit. This corresponds to a standard deviation of about 5 per cent of the decay rate 0.00 12
per km at a distance of 20 degrees. A marginally smaller standard deviation was obtained
if the data for station NRI were not included. As mentioned above there is only one
recording from the Novaya Zemlya explosions at NRI; this is also a small explosion for
which the source term may not be well constrained.

Station corrections and y values for CHS, NVS, and TUP

For the three stations CHS, NVS, and TUP we found that the data either were insufficient
to determine accurate station corrections using both Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya
data, or were not compatible with a common y value for the paths from the two test sites.
For CHS there were data for only three Semipalatinsk events (66/05/07, 72/03/28, and 84/
05/26). For events 66/05/07 and 84/05/26 the residuals of the solution for the simple
source path model applied to all station RMS values for Semipalatinsk were both large.
The estimated site correction for Semipalatinsk using data for event 72/03/28 was only
about two tenths of a magnitude unit smaller than that obtained for the Novaya Zemlya
data. Therefore the difference between the two site corrections could either be caused by
the magnification factor applied in calculating the RMS value or, perhaps more likely, by
actual lateral differences in the y values for the two paths.

The NVS station correction determined for Semipalatinsk (using data for 5 small explo-
sions at Degelen) was about 0.5 magnitude units smaller than the one for Novaya Zemlya
(based on 10 large explosions). It is unlikely that this discrepancy is due to magnification
corrections bec1 use of the long time periods covered by the data for both Semipalatinsk
and Novaya Zemlya. We note that the distance to NVS is only about 6 degrees and that
data for all the other stations represent paths longer than 9 degrees.

Finally, for TUP there were data available only for Semipalatinsk.
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Figure 39: Station corrections estimated independently from the Semipalatinsk and
Novaya Zemlya data assuming a common gamma value of 0.0012 per km.
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With these results we estimate station corrections, C1, by solving the additive model:

rmsij + (1/3) . log (A/j + (1/2) •-log (sinAij) +y. A/j- log (e) = si+Cj+cij

with 7 = 0.00121/km, and using data for all paths (except those to Semipalatinsk for stations
CHS and NVS), i.e., 17 paths. The resulting estimates are shown in Table 21 with associ-

Table 21: Station Corrections

Station Correction s.d.

APA -0.227 0.018

ARU 0.324 0.013

BOD 0.185 0.018

CHS -0.227 0.030

NRI -0.309 0.024

NVS 0.020 0.022

OBN 0.241 0.012

TLY -0.013 0.017

TUP 0.006 0.032

UZH 0.664 0.015

ated estimated standard errors. The estimated Cj values range over about one magnitude
unit. The estimated standard deviation of the error terms were 0.06; slightly higher than
the value of 0.04 obtained for the simple additive source-path model applied above to the
Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya data separately.

Correlation with noise

The station correction is a local amplification factor and one would expect it to be propor-
tional to the ambient ground noise level. The estimated station corrections, Cj, show such
a proportionality (within a factor of two), with the exception of station APA, as shown in
Figure 40. The corrections have been plotted against the median noise RMS amplitude in
the pass band 0.6-3.0 Hz. Station APA is located in the town of Apatity in a district of
heavy mining industry, whereas the other stations presumably are located at rather quiet
sites w;thout strong local cultural noise sources. This might explain the outlying data point
for APA with its relatively large noise amplitude.
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Figure 40: Comparison of station corrections and average of noise amplitudes.
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We also note that the station correction for NVS is based on the Novaya Zemlya path .,i,
If the NVS correction obtained for Semipalatinsk (Degelen), which is half a magnitude
larger, were used, the NVS data point, too, would have appeared outlying in the scatter
diagram. This is, of course, no evidence that the y value for the NVS-Novaya Zemlya path
is in reasonable agreement with the average value 0.0012 for the other 14 paths discussed
earlier. However, the data for NVS in Figure 40 at least does not contradict this assump-
tion.

RMS Lg Magnitude Formula
The close agreement between the pairs of independently calculated station corrections
using a common yvalue (0.0012) suggests that the expression for the path terms, pj can be
employed to calculate magnitudes with a simple formula common to Semipalatinsk and
Novaya Zemlya explosions. This distance-dependent part of the path expression was
obtained from the amplitude formula suggested by Nuttli (1973). Therefore, we start out
with the magnitude formula for Lg amplitudes introduced by Nuttli (1986) and add a sta-
tion correction term, Ci, (see Table 21) and a normalization constant, B:

mb(RMSLg) = 5.0+ (log (RMS (10)/110)) - C.+B

We note that the RMS amplitude is on the average almost four times smaller (0.576 in
magnitude units) than the maximum amplitude in the 3.1-3.7 km/s group velocity window
for the data analyzed here.

The RMS amplitude, RMS(1O), is extrapolated from the observed RMS value at distance
A, to a hypothetical value at a distance of 10 km by means of the expression for the dis-
tance-dependent part of the path correction. The normalization constant B (1.273) was
obtained as the median over the mean differences of station and ISC magnitudes. The
resulting magnitudes, mb(RMS Lg), listed in Table 22 are thus normalized to the ISC body
wave magnitude scale.

Table 22 also gives network magnitudes, formed as the average of station magnitudes,
with associated standard deviation and number of observations. Data for the paths from
Semipalatinsk to CHS and NVS were not included in the network averages.

Magnitudes for events at Azghir, Krasino, Lake Baikal, and C. Siberia

The data available to test the apparent stability of the Y value for the paths to Semipalat-
insk and to Novaya Zemlya for paths to other sites are limited. There are only three events
at two other sites that were recorded with some redundancy. Furthermore, there are incon-
sistencies of more than 0. 1 magnitude unit for all three events, which are not possible to
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Table 22: Lg RMS Magnitudes

Network Stations
Date

meui s.d. N APA ARU BOD CHS NRI NVS OBN TLY TUP UZH

66/03/20 6.131 1 6.131

66/05/07 4.981 1 4.844 5.159 4.981

68/09/29 5.885 1 5.885

69/07/23 5.443 2 5.381 5.505

69/11/30 6.083 2 6.115 6.052

69/12/28 5.854 2 5.918 5.791

71/04/25 6.019 0.037 4 5.985 6.070 6.018 6.003

71,6,06 5.451 1 5.451

71/06/19 5.415 2 5.470 5360

71/10/09 5.274 0.062 3 5.268 5.215 5.339

71/10/21 5.566 2 5.514 5.619

71/12/22 5.414 1 5.414

71/12/30 5.629 1 5.629

72,02/10 5.429 0.088 3 5.444 5.334 5.508

72,03/28 5.031 0.097 4 4.966 4.934 4.841 5.138 5.437 5.087

72/08/16 4.973 0.129 3 5.086 4.833 5.446 5.001

72/09/02 4.747 2 4.789 4.706 5.162

72/11/02 6.226 0.027 3 6.238 6.195 6.244

72/12/10 6.177 0.043 3 6.131 6.185 6.215

73/07/23 6.376 1 6376

73/09/27 5.692 0.138 3 5.758 5.534 5.785

73/12/14 6.052 1 6.052

74/12/27 5.889 2 5.892 5.885

75/02/20 5.514 1 5.514

75)06/08 5.489 1 5.489

75/12/25 5.830 2 5.830 5.829

76/07129 5.316 1 5.316

76/08/28 5.866 1 5.866
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Table 22: Lg RMS Magnitudes

Network Stations
Date

mean s.d. N APA ARU BOD CHS NRI N-VS OBN TLY TUP 7Lr1H

77/08/10 4 .86 3 1 1 4.863

77/09/01 5.795 0.071 5 5.765 5.828 5.795 5.698 5.890

77/09105 5.944 2 5.966 5.922

77/09/30 4.625 0.180 3 4.419 4.708 4.748

77/10/29 5.745 2 5.736 5.754

77/11/30 5.849 0.085 3 5.838 5.939 5.770

78/03/26 5.543 0.027 3 5.574 5.525 5.529

78/06/11 5.838 2 5.807 5.868

78/07/28 5.660 0.030 3 5.642 5.643 5.694

78)08)09 5.557 1 5.557

78/08/10 5.812 0.085 5 5.713 5.886 5.892 5.838 5.730

78/08/29 6.051 1 6.051

78/09/27 5.604 0.087 3 5.678 5.627 5.508

78 11/04 5.824 2 5.841 5.807

79/06/23 6.173 2 6.142 6.204

79/07/07 6.088 2 6.057 6.118

79/07/14 4.992 0.152 3 4.949 4.866 5.160

79/08/04 6.165 0.043 3 6.116 6.181 6.197

79/08/18 6.171 2 6.176 6.166

79/09/24 5.817 0.083 5 5.766 5.829 5.833 5.719 5.939

79/10/18 5.821 0.039 4 5.785 5.805 5.819 5.876

79/10/28 6.111 0.116 3 5.985 6.215 6.132

79/12/23 6.094 0.028 3 6.074 6.127 6.082

80)05/22 5.288 2 5.305 5.271

80/06/12 5.680 0.023 3 5.693 5.693 5.654

80/09/14 6.069 2 6.109 6.029

80/10/11 5.801 0.094 6 5.732 5.859 5.755 5.721 5.775 5.966

80/10/12 6.018 0.063 3 5.983 6.090 5.980
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Table 22: Lg RMS Magnitudes

Network Stations
Date

mean s.d. N APA ARU BOD CHS NRI NVS OBN FLY TUP UZH

80/]2/14 5.976 2 5.958 5.994

80/S2/27 5.998 0.073 3 5.916 6025 6.054

81)03/29 5.644 0.051 3 5.674 5-585 5.672

81)04/22 5.996 2 5.933 6.059

810)9/13 6.219 2 6.187 6.251

81/10/01 5.888 0.079 6 5.862 5.921 5.980 5.921 5.746 5.900

81/10/18 5.978 0.100 4 6.034 6.000 5.831 6.049

81/11/29 5.602 2 5.613 5.592

81/12/27 6.132 2 6.122 6.142

82/02/19 5.090 2 5.070 5.526 5.111

82/04/25 6.217 2 6.195 6.238

82/10/11 5.616 0.067 4 5.668 5.646 5.632 5.518

82/12/05 6.153 1 6.153

82112/26 5.640 0.053 3 5.643 5.692 5.586

83/06/12 6.096 0.059 4 6.105 6.132 6.010 6.137

83/08/18 5.860 0.047 5 5.876 5.935 5.828 5.838 5.824

83)09/25 5.837 0.044 7 5.851 5.890 5.782 5.818 5.782 5.851 5.883

83/10/06 5.866 0.048 3 5.921 5.836 5.841

83/10/26 6.132 2 6.081 6.184

83/12/26 5.156 0.074 3 5.186 5.210 5.072

84j/3/07 5.742 1 5.742

84ffl4/15 5.656 0.071 3 5.688 5.705 5.575

84W4/25 5.910 0.061 4 5.977 5.946 5.863 5.853

84K05/26 6.120 0.063 5 6.124 6.070 5.685 6.095 6.226 6.083

84/07/14 6.040 0.144 4 6.187 6.085 5.844 6.043

84/10/25 5.809 0.068 5 5.855 5.803 5.760 5.732 5.897

84/10/27 6.124 2 6.124 6.124

84/12/02 5.969 0.050 4 j 5.922 6.007 6.017 5.930
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Table 22: Lg RMS Magnitudes

Network Stations
Date -

me=n s.d. N APA ARU BOD CHS NRI NVS OBN TLY TUP UZH

84/11/16 6.119 0.055 4 6.101 6.180 6.051 6.142

84112/28 6.024 0.090 3 6.063 6.088 5.922

85/02110 5.918 0.048 4 5.871 5.907 5.910 5.986

85/07/20 5.896 0.069 3 5.945 5.926 5.818

87/02/26 5.052 2 5.069 5.541 5.036

87/04M03 6.097 2 6.106 6.088

87/05f/6 5.448 2 5.470 5.427

87)06/06 5.134 2 5.133 5.135

87/07/17 5.823 0.123 4 5.965 5.787 5.864 5.674

87)08)02 5.841 0.077 7 5.826 5.852 5.925 5.859 5.685 5.838 5.901

87/12/13 6.069 0.021 3 6.051 6.093 6.064

87/12/27 6.066 0.041 4 6.064 6.092 6.100 6.009

88iV2/13 6.089 2 6.110 6.069

88/04/03 6.079 0.055 4 6.016 6.149 6.079 6.072

88/05/04 6.138 2 6.121 6.155

88105/07 5.754 0.049 8 5.776 5.770 5.752 5.804 5.715 5.651 5.783 5.777

88/09/14 6.086 0.066 5 6.056 6.052 6.200 6.036 6.085

88/12104 5.842 0.069 7 5.793 5.924 5.856 5.809 5.750 5.822 5.938

reconcile fully because of the unknown uncertainties in the instrument magnifications that
were applied. One event near Krasino on 73/09/27, and two small Azghir events on 77/09/
30 and 79/07/14 all have data for three stations. The magnitude at BOD of the Krasino
event is about 0.2 magnitude unit below the values at ARU and OBN. This discrepancy
could thus be due to differences in the actual y values for these three paths or to the instru-
ment corrections that were applied to the data.

For the two Azghir events we note that the difference between the OBN and ARU magni-
tudes are about 0.25 magnitude unit. For the smaller of the two events, on 77/09/30, the
signal-to-noise ratio for the RMS amplitude at NVS is only 1.5, and that may explain the
inconsistency in the relative magnitudes at NVS and the other two stations (ARU and
OBN) for these two events.
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Comparison with Body Wave Magnitudes

In Figure 41 we compare the Lg RMS network magnitudes, mb(RMS Lg), with body wave
magnitudes, mb(P), reported by the ISC by plotting the difference mrb(P) - mb(RMS Lg) as
a function of mb(RMS Lg). For Semipalatinsk, there is a systematic offset in the magnitude
differences for events in the NE and SW portion of the Balapan area. This in agreement
with a distinct bias between body wave and Lg wave magnitudes for the two portions of
Balapan, identified earlier by Ringdal and Marshall (1989). They attribute this to anoma-
lously large body wave magnitudes caused by strong focusing effects of P-waves in the
upper mantle. The data in Figure 41 show that this kind of magnitude bias is not limited to
the Balapan region of the Semipalatinsk test range. The mb(P) values are systematically
larger than the Lg RMS magnitudes for the Degelen events, particularly for the small
ones; the event on 83/12/26 had the largest difference, about 0.4 magnitude unit.

Figure 41 also shows striking differences between the two types of magnitudes for events
at the Azghir site; the mb(P) is about half a magnitude or more larger than mb(Lg). Without
additional information it is difficult to explain whether this anomaly is caused by bias in
mb(P), mb(RMS Lg) or both. As for Balapan, it might be due to strong focusing of P waves
in the upper mantle. However, since the bias for Azghir appears to be clearly larger than
for Balapan, we indulge in the speculation of anomalously low mb(RMS Lg) values being
caused by blockage of the Lg waves by the Peri-Caspian depression (indicated in Figure
37), since its central part lacks a granitic layer (Zonenshain, 1990). Underneath the 20 to
25 km thick sedimentary cover, there is instead a thin high-velocity layer. The depth to
Moho is comparatively shallow, about 35 km at its lowest in the Peri-Caspian depression,
and there are also indications of a paleo-oceanic floor. Some support to the hypothesis of
blockage is also lent by the differences in station magnitudes mb(RMS Lg) at OBN and
ARU for the Azghir events. The somewhat smaller ARU values (0.2-0.3 magnitude unit)
might be caused by added blockage effects along the apparently more extensive wave path
across the Peri-Caspian depression for ARU. The path between the station UZH and Semi-
palatinsk also crosses the Persi-Caspian depression (see Figure 37). In the calculations of
station corrections for a fixed y value (0.0012), the Semipalatinsk correction came out
about 0.14 magnitude units smaller than the Novaya Zemlya one for UZH (see Figure 39).
Translated into path attenuation, this difference means a larger attenuation for the Semi-
palatinsk than for the Novaya Zemlya path to UZH. This difference, however, may well be
coincidental and constitute no direct evidence of blockage of Lg across the Peri-Caspian
depression in this case for UZH.

For the events at the sites near Krasino, in Central Siberia, and near Lake Baikal (marked
as Central Siberia in Figure 41) we find that the two types of magnitudes are in reasonable
agreement. The mb(RMS Lg) values for Central Siberia and Lake Baikal (only one explo-
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sion at each site) are based solely on data at station NVS, whose station correction is based
on the Novaya Zemlya path. The agreement between mb(P) and mb(RMS Lg) for NVS is
again no evidence for a y value of about 0.0012 for the NVS-Novaya Zemlya path. How-
ever, this value is not contradicted by the Lg RMS magnitudes for the two Siberian explo-
sions. They indicate that the y values for the paths from the Central Siberia and Lake
Baikal events to NVS are compatible with the average value of 0.0012.

Calibration with Announced Explosion Yields
Owing to the stability of the y' value, we proceed to estimate a linear relationship between
explosion yield and mb(RMS Lg) using events at Semipalatinsk with announced yields,
and apply this relation to estimate yields of other explosions at Semipalatinsk and else-
where in a straightforward manner.

Figure 42 shows the announced yields plotted against the mb(RMS Lg). A linear relation:
mb(RMS Lg) = 0.793 log(Yield) + 4.47 was obtained with standard linear regression of
mb(RMS Lg) on log(Yield). The standard deviation of the magnitude residuals from the lin-
ear relation was 0.038. The outlying data point for the explosion on 72/08/16 was not used
in the regression.

Figure 43 shows the distribution of the explosion yields for all explosions at the three sub-
regions of the Semipalatinsk test range and Matochkin Shar. The linear relation between
magnitude and yield was based on data for explosions throughout the Semipalatinsk test
range, at Balapan, Degelen, and Murzhik. Therefore, yields of Semipalatinsk events not
included in the estimation of the linear relationship between magnitude and yield can be
considered as calibrated directly, assuming that variation in seismic coupling is negligible.
The yields of the explosions in SW Balapan are largely confined to the range 50-150 kt,
with a suite of some 10 explosions having very similar yields around 100 kt. The yields of
the Degelen explosions cover almost the full range of all explosions. The estimated yield
for one of the explosions at NE Balapan, 73/07/23, is clearly above 150 kt. Apart from this
event, the yields of NE Balapan events are generally smaller than those of SW Balapan
events, and cover a range from about 25 to 100 kt. NE Balapan events also include a suite
(five events) with similar yields, around 50 kt.

Yields calculated with the linear formula for explosions at sites other than Semipalatinsk

are calibrated only indirectly. They are, of course, more uncertain than yields based on cal-

ibrated data, not only because the magnitude formula describes the actual path effects only

approximately, but also because of the possibility of systematic differences in seismic cou-

pling. Therefore, we refer to them as indirectly estimated yields. The distribution of the
indirectly estimated yields for Matochkin Shar explosions, shown in Figure 43, has little
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scatter, with 12 of the 14 explosions close to 50 kt. The other two Matochkin Shar explo-
sions are around 25 kt.

The Lg RMS measurements available for explosions at other sites are insufficient and, in
some instances, too inconsistent to obtain indirect yield estimates with some confidence.
Only for the sake of completeness do we formally calculate such yields from the linear
relation above. For the explosion near Krasino (in the Southern part of Novaya Zemlya),
indirect yields obtained from the three station magnitudes vary between 21 (BOD) and 44
kt (ARU and OBN). The indirect yields of the two explosions near Lake Baikal (77/08/10)

and in Central Siberia (78/08/09) were 5 and 23 kt respectively, but were based only on
data from station NVS. Because of the large discrepancy between the mb(P) and mb(RMS
Lg) for the Azghir events, their indirect yield estimates (71/12/22 15, 76/07/29 11, 77/09/
30 2, and 76/07/14 4 kt) may well be significantly biased.

Concluding Remarks
In this analysis we have found that the attenuation of RMS amplitudes of Lg waves
appear, perhaps somewhat unexpectedly, to be fairly stable for a variety of propagation
paths across large parts of Western and Central U.S.S.R. The attenuation along these
paths, varying in length from 9 to 35 degrees and crossing a mixture of major tectonic
components, is described by a simple formula. According to this formula the RMS ampli-
tudes decay as the product of two terms, one for geometrical spreading of surface waves
on a sphere, and one decaying exponentially with distance. The rate of decay of the expo-
nent of the latter term is found to be close to 0.0012 km"1 for paths to seven stations from
the test sites at Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya.

This implies that a magnitude-yield relation obtained for one test site with calibrated data
may be applicable, in the first approximation, to another site at a different location. This is
exemplified in this note by calculating indirect yield estimates for explosions at Novaya
Zemlya and two other sites using a magnitude-yield relation based on data announced for
explosions at Semipalatinsk. The practical value of this approach to indirect yield estima-
tion depends not only on the premise that path effects can be controlled, but also on the
assumption that coupling of yield into Lg waves is on the whole similar for calibrated and
uncalibrated sites. For this to be truly useful, this latter assumption should be verified.

The analysis of the Lg RMS amplitudes for the three paths from Azghir suggests that one

should not hastily assume that the simple magnitude formula, obtained for many paths
from Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya, is invariably applicable in the Western and Cen-
tral U.S.S.R. Indeed, the data for station NVS show that the formula is not even valid for
all paths from these two sites, although the apparent discrepancy for the NVS data may be
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due to the short distance, about 6 degrees, between this station and the Semipalatinsk test-

ing grounds.
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A Spectral Decomposition of Lg Waves from Explosions
and Scaling of RMS Magnitudes

Hans Jsraelsson

Abstract
We attempt to study the variation of mb(Lg) scaling using estimates of the frequency
dependence of Lg source and path spectra. For this purpose, we draw upon a unique set of
Lg wave recordings at six internal Soviet stations for explosions at Semipalatinsk and
Novaya Zemlya. The analysis suggests that the frequency components of the estimated Lg
source spectra, for yields in the range 50-150 kt, scale differently with yield. At low fre-
quencies, (0.2-0.7 Hz) the spectral amplitudes are more or less directly proportional to
explosion yield. At frequencies above 0.7 Hz the scaling factor decays sharply to about 0.6
at about 1.0 Hz, above which the scaling stays fairly constant. Furthermore, although the
attenuation coefficient of the non-geometrical spreading was fairly stable (misfit error
within 5-10% of the model) for the 12 paths and varied in a systematic manner with fre-
quency, the resulting path spectra will differ in shape depending on epicentral distance.
Finally, the frequency dependent site amplifications vary significantly both in overall level
(with about one m.u.) and in shape (largest range of variation for given station is about 0.4
m.u.). Therefore the frequency scaling of the Lg source spectrum in combination with dif-
ferences among the frequency responses of the non-geometric attenuation (due to different
distances) and among the site amplifications appear to give rise to variation in station
mb(Lg) scaling.

Introduction
Magnitudes based on RMS amplitudes of Lg waves, mb(Lg), are perhaps the most promis-
ing seismic estimators of yields of underground nuclear explosions. Such magnitudes
determined for a fixed Lg wave path (that is to say a path between a given seismic station
and explosion site) have shown a precision remarkable to seismic magnitudes. A close lin-
ear relationship with explosion yield has also been demonstrated, at least over a limited
range (Ringdal, 1989). However, the slope of the linear relation (that is the rate with which
the Lg wave amplitude increases with increasing source strength) may vary from one path
to another. This variation in scaling of mb(Lg) has been reported for paths in different dis-
tance ranges - local, regional, and teleseismic - in North America as well as in Eurasia by
Ringdal and Fyen (1988), Patton (1988), and Hansen et al. (1990).

The physical reasons for this variability have not yet been sufficiently explored. Analyzing
data from Semipalatinsk explosions recorded at the two arrays NORSAR and GRF,
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Ringdal and Fyen (1988) suggested that frequency scaling of the Lg source spectrum
together with differences in instrument responses between the two arrays may account for
the observed difference in mb(Lg) scaling between the two arrays. They were, however,
unable to substantiate this explanation due to insufficient signal-to-noise ratio for the GRF
data. Patton (1988), studying data for NTS explosions, found that the variability was seen
for explosions below the water table and not for explosions above. As the locations of
explosions below the water table were closely spaced in an area separate from the more
widely spread above-water-table explosions, he suggested that this precluded propagation
effects, except possibly near the source, explaining the variability in mb(Lg) scaling.
Finally, Hansen et al. (1990) did not go into any detailed discussion of the physical rea-
sons underlying their observations. Whatever the reasons maybe, the variation in mb(Lg)
scaling has to be taken into account for the purpose of yield estimation. In many instances,
this can be carried out empirically from the data at hand in a straightforward manner.

In this note we attempt to study the variation of mb(Lg) scaling as functions of the fre-
quency dependence of Lg source and path spectra. For this purpose, we draw upon a
unique set of Lg wave recordings at six internal Soviet stations for explosions at Semipal-
atinsk and Novaya Zemlya. The analysis assumes that the Lg waves are attenuated in a
similar fashion between explosion sites and stations regardless of the tectonic differences
of their paths. Justification for this assumption is rendered by the apparently stable and
simple Lg attenuation observed in a previous study of these data (Israelsson, 1992). While
the analysis herein is aimed primarily at the implications for estimation of explosion yield,
its results also have bearing upon the generation and propagation of Lg waves generally.

Data
The map in Figure 44 shows the Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya explosion sites and
the seismic stations with Lg wave data. There are data from 61 explosions, 14 near
Matochkin Shar at Novaya Zemlya (mb(ISC)=5.6-6.0) and 47 at the Balapan area (18 in
the NE and 29 in the SW part) of the Semipalatinsk test range (mb(ISC)=5.4-6.1).

The stations are listed in Table 23. They all belong to the Uniform System of Seismic
Observations of the U.S.S.R. (Kondorskaya and Aranovich, 1979) and are broadly distrib-
uted in Eastern and Central U.S.S.R. with epicentral distances to the two explosion sites
varying between 9 and 36 degrees. Four of the stations, APA, ARU, OBN, and UZH, are
located on or near the rim of the East-European platform, whereas the two remaining sta-
tions, BOD and TLY, are close to the boundaries of the Siberian platforms (see Figure 44).
Although the stations are located on or near platforms, the 12 wave paths (approximated
as straight lines in the map) traverse tectonic structures that are predominantly non-plat-
forms: the Central Asiatic and Uralian orogenic belts and the Kazakhstan accretionary
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Figure 44: Map showing the relative locations of the explosion sites near Semipalatinsk

and at Novaya Zemlya (marked with asterisks) and the seismological sta-

tions (indicated with station codes). The dotted lines represent the bound-

aries of the major tectonic elements, the East-European and the Siberian

platforms on either side of the Kazakhstan accretionary continent in the cen-

tral part of the map (after Zonenshain, 1991). Wedged in between the accre-

tionary continent and the two platforms are the Uralian and the Central

Asiatic orogenic belts. The depression to the north of the Caspian sea is also

outlined in the map as a heavy full line. The straight lines between stations

and explosion sites represent only approximate great circle paths along the

earth's surface.
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Table 23: Seismological Stations

Code Name Lat(N) Lon(E)

APA Apatity 67.55 33.33

ARU Arti 56.40 58.60

BOD Bodaybo 57.85 114.18

CHS Chusal 39.10 70.77

OBN Obninsk 55.10 36.60

UZH Uzhgorod 48.63 22.30

continent.

Typical instrument magnification curves for the six seismic stations are compared in Fig-
ure 45. Although the recordings were obtained with the same type of seismometer, SKM-
3, at all stations, there are some differences among the magnification curves. These affect
the frequency band 0.6-3.0 Hz (indicated in Figure 45), commonly used for mb(Lg) calcu-
lations. Some curves in Figure 45 have a pronounced peak around 2 Hz, whereas others
stay almost constant above 1 Hz. The instrument responses for most stations also change
with time due to instrumental drift and/or to deliberate alterations. Because of the tempo-
ral variations, computed spectral amplitudes were normalized to a reference response
curve: the calibration of 1988 for the station OBN (drawn in Figure 45).

The recorded waveforms, all vertical components, were hand digitized (sampling rate 20
Hz) from copies of the original analog records and are believed to be accurate up to 2-4 Hz
(Kemerait et al. 1981).

RMS amplitudes were calculated after narrow bandpass filtering the waveforms for a suite
of center frequencies between 0.2 and 2.6 Hz; in steps of 0.05 Hz from 0.2 to 0.80 Hz and
in steps of 0.1 Hz from 0.8 to 2.6 Hz. The Lg amplitudes were calculated over a time win-
dow corresponding to group velocities between 3.1 -3.7 km/s, representing the low and
high ends of the normal range. An example of the frequency response of the narrow band
filters (center frequency 0.3 Hz) is given in Figure 45. As a final step, each Lg amplitude
was compensated for the ambient noise level, in a standard manner, by forming the square
root of the difference between the squared RMS Lg and noise amplitudes. The RMS noise
amplitude was calculated from a 2 minute window prior to the P onset.

Model

For a given center frequency,f, we assume that the logarithm of the RMS amplitude, A(f),
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Figure 45: Typical amplitude magnification curves for the six seismic stations. The fre-
quency band 0.6-3.0 Hz, commonly employed for RMS Lg magnitude calcu-
lations, is also marked. The narrow passband centered at 0.3 Hz is also
drawn as an example of the filtering used in the spectral analysis
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can be separated into a source term, S(t), and path term, P0fl, i.e., A(f)=S(f)+P(.)+c; where
the error term c is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean. Furthermore, we assume that
the path term can be resolved into geometrical spreading, G, (the standard formula for
Airy phase derived by Ewing et al., 1957 and widely used for Lg, see e.g., Nuttli, 1973),
non-geometric attenuation, characterized by a frequency dependent attenuation coefficient
y, and a station correction, T(f), reflecting the local site amplification. P(f)=G(A) - Y (I)
Alog(e)+T(f), where A denotes epicentral distance. The unknowns, S(t), V), and T(f), are
thus all functions of frequency. Estimates for each frequency of these unknowns were
obtained in two steps: first we obtained the Y values, and then the source terms and stations
corrections were estimated.

The y-values were obtained in the following manner. With the -yvalue varying between 0.0
to 0.003 kin1, in steps of 0.00005, the unknowns, SO/f) and TjfT), were estimated tenta-
tively (subsequently revised once a y-value was arrived at, see below) from two indepen-
dent systems of equations, one for Novaya Zemlya and one for Semipalatinsk data. The '-
value, for which the two solutions of station corrections, T ) , were in closest agreement,
according to the criterion described below, was then used as an estimate. The system of
equations for each site could, thus, be written as:

A iif -G (Aij) + y(f) . Aij.- log (e) = Si (J) +Tj (f) + ei

A.of) denotes the amplitude at station j for explosion i. In these equations, the attenuation
coefficient is not treated as an unknown, but as a parameter. For each system of equations
we also imposed the restriction that the average value of the station corrections be zero.

Figure 46 shows examples of station corrections obtained in this manner from data at the
two test sites independently. The two corrections estimated for each station are plotted

against one another and the straight line represents equal values, which would be obtained
if the data were in complete agreement with the model. The two examples in Figure 46
represent extreme cases with regard to goodness of fit. The best and worst fits were thus
obtained for frequencies 1.1 and at 0.5 Hz, respectively, the misfit error of the station cor-
rections being 0.035 and 0.121, respectively. The median of this standard error for all fre-
quency bands was 0.068. Translated into non-geometrical attenuation, this corresponds to

a spread in the attenuation coefficient of about 5 percent at an epicentral distance of 20
degrees, a distance typical of the Lg paths. This comparatively small scatter lends support
to the assumption that a frequency dependent non-geometric attenuation common to all 12
paths can be used as a first approximation for these data.
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Once the attenuation coefficient had been determined for a given frequency, according to
the procedure outlined above, station corrections, TJAJ), and source functions, SiO(), were
estimated from a system of equations based on data at both test sites simultaneously.

Attenuation Coefficient and Station Corrections
Figure 47 shows the estimated attenuation coefficient as a function of frequency. In the
frequency range 0.45 to 1.5 Hz it increases almost monotonically. Below this range it
seems to decrease slightly and above 1.5 Hz it stays almost constant. It is often assumed
that the attenuation coefficient can be written as: y(J) = 2iEf/QU where U represents the
group velocity and Q the temporal quality factor, which in turn is assumed to have a fre-
quency dependence of the form Q = Qo'- with Qo representing the temporal quality
factor at 1 Hz. With a group velocity of 3.5 km/s the temporal quality factor, in the range
0.45-1.5 Hz, can be written approximately as: Q=731 i"42 for our data.

A number of estimates of the temporal quality factor for propagation paths in different
parts of the world have been published. In Figure 48 we compare our results with those for
some other paths across or near shield areas in North America, Australia, and Eurasia. The
upper frame shows the Q values as a function of frequency and in the lower frame we have
used rI-Q plots as introduced by Mitchell (1991). The shaded areas in the lower frame
summarize the compilation of Lg coda Q by Mitchell (1991) for the Basin and Range
province, to the left, and for cratonic regions of Africa and the E.United States, to the
right.

The values obtained here for West-Central U.S.S.R are similar to those of E. United States
and the Canadian Shield. Somewhat inconsistently, however, they are also higher than
those obtained for Eastern Kazakh (Given et al., 1990, and Sereno, 1990). This apparent
discrepancy can be due to differences in the propagation distances. For the data here the
average distance is about 2000 km, while the data for Eastern Kazakh did not extend
beyond 700 km.

The comparisons have to be made with some care, as there are differences in the types of
data used in these studies. Furthermore, there are fundamental differences in methodolo-
gies used to estimate the Q values. For example, Bowman and Kennett (1991), who obtain
clearly different Q values for the North Australian Craton, attributed to gradients of crustal
velocity, assume that the station corrections are frequency - independent and equal for all
stations. Here and in the studies by Chun et al. (1987) and Gupta and McLaughlin (1987)
the station corrections are found to be highly variable both with station and with frequency
(see below).

Figure 49 shows the station corrections as a function of frequency. The most striking dif-
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Figure 48: Comparison of the frequency dependence of the temporal quality factor esti-
mated for the data here, i.e., West-Central U.S.S.R., with estimates for other
regi-ns in the world: N. Australia (Bowman and Kennett, 1991), the Cana-
dian Shield (Hasegawa, 1985), Eastern U.S. (Mitchell, 1991), New Brun-
swick (Shien and Hermann, 1987), E. Canada (Chun et al., 1987), and
E.Kazkh (Given et al., 1990; Sereno, 1990). The top diagram shows Q as a
function of frequency and in the bottom diagram the estimates are given in a
QO-e plot. The shaded areas in the lower diagram summarizes the compila-
tion of Lg Q coda values by Mitchell (1991) for the Basin and Range prov-
ince and Cratonic regions of Africa and E. United States.
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ference among these functions is the range of almost one magnitude unit in the overall
level; the local site amplification at UZH being the highest and those of APA and TLY
being the lowest. Furthermore, the functions vary with frequency both in shape and in
degree among the stations. The curves for UZH and OBN have pronounced peaks around
near 0.6 and 0.4 Hz respectively, whereas for ARU the function steadily increases with
frequency. For a given station the range of variation is, at its largest, about 0.4 magnitude
units (for APA). This large variation and frequency dependence in station corrections is in
broad agreement with results for seismic stations in N. America obtained by Chun et al.
(1987) and Gupta et al. (1987). According to Chun et al. (1987) station site effects can
even cause frequency dependent fluctuations that completely dominate the effect due to
non-elastic attenuation. In earlier studies Gupta and McLaughlin (1987) and Chun et al.
(1987) have also demonstrated that Lg wave station corrections, although complex, are
stable characteristics of the individual recording station. Thus, Gupta and McLaughlin
(1987) found that the Lg site effects are strongly correlated with local station geologies;
amplitudes recorded in hard rock and soft rock being below and above average values,
respectively.

The information regarding station geologies for the stations analyzed here (ARU and,
OBN, loam and limestone respectively; see Given, 1990) is, however, too incomplete to
even attempt such correlations.

Source Terms
Figure 50 shows source terms, S(f), for different frequencies plotted as a function of
explosion yield. The yields have been estimated from mb(Lg) magnitudes that were cali-
brated for Semipalatinsk explosions (Israelsson, 1992). The data follow linear trends with
slopes that differ markedly with frequency.

Figure 51 shows the estimated slopes as a function of frequency for all the data with error
bars representing estimated standard deviations. The slope is close to or slightly above 1
for frequencies below 0.7 Hz and decreases rapidly between 0.7 and 1 Hz. Above 1 Hz, it
stays fairly constant around 0.6.

Figure 51 also shows the misfit error of the linear relations - between source terms and
yields - as a function of frequency, and the misfit error divided by the estimated slope. The
latter ratio would represent the standard deviation of yields (on a logarithmic scale) deter-
mined from the estimated linear relation. This standard error has a pronounced minimum
for frequencies around 0.5-0.7 Hz. This is primarily due to differences in slope values.

Figure 52 shows empirical source spectra as a function of frequency for 20, 50, 100, and
200 kt - derived from the source terms and corrected for seismic instrument response. The
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source spectra were based on an average spectrum and a frequency dependent relation for

the yield slope. The average spectrum was obtained from the frequency dependent source

terms for 8 Semipalatinsk explosions with very similar magnitudes corresponding to

yields close to 100 kt. The relation for yield slope was obtained by smoothing the esti-

mated slope data in Figure 50 and was used to scale the average spectrum for 100 kt to

lower and higher yields (20, 50 and 200 kt respectively in Figure 52). The source term
spectrum for Novaya Zemlya explosions represents an average spectrum of 9 explosions
with very similar magnitudes within 0.04 magnitude unit; it is close to the Semipalatinsk

source spectrum for 50 kt.

Although the Lg wave has commanded a great deal of attention in studies on yield estima-

tion, there is no widely accepted function for the explosion source. For the sake of com-
parison with the empirical source spectra in Figure 52, we use an Lg source spectrum
proposed by Gupta and et al. (1992). This assumes that low frequency Lg is largely domi-
nated by near-source scattering of the fundamental mode Rayleigh waves into S waves.

The amplitude spectrum of fundamental mode Rayleigh wave can be written as: R(f) -

o()f.5 10 4.4(d/v)J, F is the reduced displacement potential, d the shot depth, and v the P
velocity in the source region (see formula by Gupta et al. 1992 based on derivation by

Hudson and Douglas, 1975). In Figure 52 we have calculated R(f) for different yields
using the F suggested by VonSeggern and Blandford (1971), with parameters for granite
and v=5.0 km/s. The scaling of shot depth with explosion yield from Gupta et al. (1992)
was also used in the calculations. The R(J) curves in Figure 52 become increasingly differ-
ent from the empirical curves with increasing frequency. However, Gupta et al. (1992)
assume that low frequency Lg is produced only by some of the fundamental mode Ray-
leigh waves. This portion, called scattering function by Gupta et al. (1992), varies with

frequency.

In Figure 53 we have displayed the ratios of the spectra of the empirical Lg sources and
the Rayleigh source functions. The four ratio curves, representing four yields; 20, 50, 100,

and 200 kt, are quite similar for frequencies below about 1 Hz, and represent the spectrum
of the 'scattering' function defined by Gupta et al. (1992), which is assumed to be a func-
tion of frequency only and not shot depth. The ratios fall off with frequency approximately

asf"1 in the band 0.2-1.0 Hz.

Scaling Of m,(Lg) Magnitudes

Using the frequency dependent attenuation coefficient, source terms, and station correc-
tions, and we can now model the mb(Lg) scaling and compare it with observations. As the

estimates for the source terms, station corrections, and the attenuation coefficient all were
obtained from the data, this comparison is clearly not an independent test of their validity.
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It only serves to verify the consistency with the data, i.e with the observed variation in
mb(Lg) scaling.

The observed m,(Lg) values for each station were based on RMS amplitudes for wave-
forms, bandpass filtered between 0.6-3.0 Hz (three pole Butterworth), in time segments
corresponding to the group velocity window 3.1-3.7 km/s. The response for each station
was also been normalized to that of the 1988 calibration for station OBN.

The modelled mb(Lg) values were calculated in the frequency domain from the spectral
functions of the source (Figure 52), a non-elastic attenuation function with a temporal
quality factor QOjf'42, the station corrections (Figure 49), the OBN 1988 instrument
response, and a 0.6-3.0 Hz bandpass filter.

First we compare the mb(Lg) scaling with yield. Figure 54 shows mb(Lg) observed and
modelled for the station OBN for a set of a suite of explosions with yield in the range from
4 to 150 kt. The yields of the observed data were those reported by Bocharov etal. (1989),
and they are supposedly independent of seismic information. The comparison between
modelled and observed data is confined to station OBN, as it is the only station, for which
a substantial number of mb(Lg) are available for explosions with yields reported by
Bocharov et al. (1989). The slopes estimated from the two cases are in reasonable agree-
ment and both significantly less than 1.0. We also note that the modeled mb(Lg) data are
not exactly proportional to yield. The estimated standard error is, however, quite small,
0.015 magnitude units.

Finally, we turn to pair-wise comparisons of station magnitudes for explosions at a given
site. Such comparisons have previously been used to demonstrate the high precision in
estimated relative station mb(Lg).The comparisons here are confined to the stations ARU,
OBN, and UZH, as data for only a relatively small number of common events were avail-
able for other station pairs. Figure 55 shows mb(Lg) values, observed and modelled, for
the station pairs OBN-ARU, and OBN-UZH. There is reasonable agreement between
observed and modelled data. The estimated slopes (given in Figure 55) are greater than
and less than one for OBN-ARU and OBN-UZH respectively. ARU is closer and UZH
father from the Semipalatinsk test site, respectively, than OBN. Modelled data for which
the station corrections were all equal to one and independent of frequency had estimated
slopes different from those in Figure 55, which are based on the frequency dependent sta-
tion corrections in Figure 49. This would indicate that the slope is determined by the com-
bined effects of source spectral scaling, frequency dependence of non-elastic attenuation,
and the station corrections. Finally, calculations of modelled and observed mb(Lg) for the
three stations based on the frequency band 0.3-0.75 Hz (for which the source spectra seem
to scale close to 1) still resulted in differences - although smaller - in the estimated slopes
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for the station pairs OBN-ARU and OBN-UZH.

Concluding Comments
In this note we have attempted to separate Lg wave spectra, obtained from narrow band

pass filtering, into source and path terms with the intention of getting some insight into the

variability of mb(Lg) scaling (i.e., the observation that the rate of increase in station
mb(Lg) with increasing yield of explosions may vary with station).

The analysis suggests that the frequency components of the estimated Lg source spectra,

for yields in the range 50-150 kt, scale differently with yield. At low frequencies, (0.2-0.7

Hz) the spectral amplitudes are more or less directly proportional to explosion yield. At

frequencies above 0.7 Hz the scaling factor decays sharply to about 0.6 at about 1.0 Hz,

above which the scaling stays fairly constant. Furthermore, although the attenuation coef-

ficient of the non-geometrical spreading was fairly stable (misfit error within 5-10% of the
model) for the 12 paths and varied in a systematic manner with frequency, the resulting

path spectra will differ in shape depending on epicentral distance. Finally, the frequency

dependent site amplifications vary significantly both in overall level (with about one m.u.)

and in shape (largest range of variation for given station is about 0.4 m.u.).

Therefore, the frequency scaling of the Lg source spectrum in combination with differ-

ences among the frequency responses of the non-geometric attenuation (due to different
distances) and among the site amplifications appear to give rise to variation in station

mb(Lg) scaling. We have analyzed data from 6 stations and compared mb(Lg) scaling for 3

of them (due to limited amount of data) and have found that there are variations in the

mjLg) scaling, even if a low frequency band is utilized.

If one considers the high relative precision of mb(Lg), (within a few hundredths of a m.u.),

this variation mainly implies that each station mb(Lg) may, in fact, represent a different
magnitude scale. This is because a difference in yield slope for two stations may introduce

a systematic bias between their station magnitude values. Let us assume, for example, that

mb(Lg) are available at two stations for two explosions with yields diftering by about one

order of magnitude and that the mb(Lg)-yield slopes for the two stations differ by 15 per-

cent, being say 1.00 and 0.85. This difference in slope would introduce a bias of about

0.06 m.u. between the two station magnitudes for one of the explosions. This should be

compared with the standard deviation of 0.03 m.u.; often quoted as the relative precision

of station mb(Lg).

For a network larger than the one studied here, the possibility of the attenuation coefficient

being strongly dependent on path exists as well, and variability in mb(Lg) scaling is likely.

In order to combine station m,(Lg) values into an optimum network mb(Lg), variation in
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scaling, therefore, has to be considered.

The spectral decomposition of the recorded Lg waves obtained here can also be related to
results from studies on generation and propagation of Lg waves generally. For example,
the source spectra and their scaling are consistent with the hypothesis advanced by Gupta
et al. (1992) that low frequency Lg waves are produced from scattering of explosion gen-
erated Rg into S waves. The so called 'scattering' function, defined by Gupta et al. (1992)
as the portion of the Rg that is converted into S waves, was formally calculated as the ratio
of the obtained empirical source functions and source functions for fundamental mode
Rayleigh waves. This ratio was fairly consistent for explosions of different yields at low
frequencies, where it is approximately inversely proportional to frequency. The apparent
stability of the attenuation coefficient is, perhaps, somewhat surprising considering the
variety in tectonic structures traversed by the wave paths. The temporal quality factor rep-
resenting these paths is similar to estimates for cratonic regions of Africa and the Eastern
United States, but is also higher than estimates obtained for shorter paths across Kazakh-
stan.
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